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INTRODUCTION

A most thorough investigation was made of the Globe dis

trict in �90l by F.L. Ransome, and the results of this ex

aminetion. published as a Professional Paper
1
in 1903 by the

United states Geological Survey. The Old Dominion Mine had then

reached the 12th level. Since Ransomer.s study of this mine an

additional 1000 feet of depth has been reached; and although

numerous 'short articles have appeared in the technical literature,

no thorough examination was made of the mine until 1913 wben Mr.

J.M.Boutwell was engaged to make a private report for the company.

During the course of this work the surface and all underground

openings were mapped in great detail by Boutwell, assisted by

Mr. G.N.Bjorge. These detailed maps, started by Boutwell, were

kept up �s underground development progressed, by Bjorge, by

the writer, and later by Mr. �{. Por-r-L, J..s would naturally be ex-

pected, the collection of'such a large amount of data has thrown

new light on the general structure and the oocurrence of the ore.

The intelligent application of the information collected has been

a great aid in the development of this mine�

The writer is very grateful to Mr. W. G. MCBride, General·

1. Ransome ,p.L. ,Geology of the Globe c oppe r- district,Arlzona:
U.S.GeOl.�urvey Prof. Paper 12,1903.
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Manager of the Old Dominion Company, for permission to use the

information collected, while In the employ of this company, in

writing this thesis; and to Mr.I.h.Barkdoll, superintendent, for

many helpful suggestions during the writer's employ as geologist

for this company; and to Mr.W.Porri, the writer's successor, for

information on the latest developments. Mr.H.�.Duncan, chief

engineer, has kindly furnished the writer with data on the water

problem.

1'�uch. credit is due the pioneer w or-k of F.L.Ransome, and

wher-e information is taken from his published data, credit is given

in the foot-notes. Some information was obtained in conversations

with Prof.F.H.Probert, of the University of California, and the

writer has benefitted very materially by discussions of problems

relating to the secondary enrichment and the oxidation of the ore.
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LOCATION

The State of Arizona has been divided by most geologists

int 0 three distinct t.opogr-apnac subdfvt s t ons r the Plateau re";'

gion, the I\lountain belt, and the Desert or Bolson. The Globe

mining district is located approximately 50 miles southeast of

the center of t�e �tate, in the heart of the mountain belt.

The individual ranges vary from a few miles to over fifty miles

in length, an d generally have a northwest-s outheast trend •

.

The Old Dominion fuine is located in the intermontane valley

between the Apache and the Pinal Mountains. This mine is on tte

main mineralized fracture of the district, and extends from pinal

Creek northeastward for over a mile. On the continuation of the

Old Dominion vein ,e.nd adj oining the Old Dominion Company on the

northeast, is the Arizona Commercial Ivl1ne. Beyond the Ar-i z ona

Commerc ial TI!ine is the Iron Cap and the Superior and Boston

mines. The Iron cap is very likely on the continuation of the

Old Dominion. vein, while a large part of the ore in the �uperior

and Boston occur.s along the Great Eastern fault. To the north

of the Old Dominion are numerous ama Ll, prospects which have

produced some lead and a considerable amount of silver from

surface' workings,\while to the northwest are located the large

disseminated deposits of the Miami and Inspiration copper Com-
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panies. To the south and southwest no mines of importance within

a radius of ten miles have been opened, although a small amount of

gOl.d was panned in Pinal Creek, and many small prospects on quartz

veins in the Pinal schist show values of this metal.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

Physiography

Within a radius of twelve miles of Globe the physiographic

features are quite varied, and the deeply incised canyons of the

relief of the Globe �ills.
I

The relief of the area varies from 'an

Pina:J_ Mountains stand out in strong contrast to the more mature

'elevation of 3000 feet on Pinal Creek near Wheatfields to one of

7850 feet above sea level onrt.he summit of Pinal peak, a dLf'f'er-enc e.

in elevation of n61irly 5000 feet. The railway station at Globe is

slightly over 3500 feet above sea level. The high elevation of the

Pinal :Mountains is, largely res ponsible for the divers ion of currents

of c o'l d air which moder-at.e s the summer climate in the valley below.

A discussion of the age and origin of these moyntains will be

+ aken up under the heading of structure.

As viewed from the s lopes of the Plnal lV1ountains, the low" •

mature relief of the Globe Hills presents a mosaic of colored

blocks of gray limestone and brown to reddish quartzite set in a

frame of olive-colored diabase. While in large part this patch-
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work of color is due to block-faulting, in a measure it is due to

erosion; and the southwesterly trending ridges are capped by the

more resistf'nt formati9ns of limestone and quartzite, while in the

wider valleys the streams have cut down into the underlying in

trusive diabase. Although these low spurs attain an elevation of

only a few hundred feet above the bed of Pinal Creek, BUffalo Ridge,

the most prominent landmark in the immediate vicinity of the Old

Dominion Mine, reaches an elevation of 4350 feet above sea level.

Two other Peaks in the Globe Hills are worthy of mention. One of

these is Black peak and is situated somewhat less than a mile

north of the Iron Cap Mine. It 1s an erosional remnant of a

faulted block of diabase, and reaches an elevation of 4780 feet.

The other is Ramboz Peak, and is located about six miles north

of Globe. It attains an elevation of slightly over 5050 feet.

The wide valley between the Globe Hi·lls and the Pinal Moun

tains is filled with gravels in WhiCh streams have entrenched

themselves and cut their �eds, in some cases, to a depth of over

350 feet. These streams have cut the gravels into a series of

long spurs, some of which reach a length of five mf Le s s Generally,

they have a parallel trend to the northeast. The tops �f these

spurs have approximately the same elevation, with a gentle rise

to the foot of the mountains, and are the remnants ot: the old sur

face formed by the aggradational processes that filled the valley.

�o the northeast of Globe the Apache Mountains present a

bold face to the southwest, consisting of a series of cliffs' and

slopes. These cliffs are due to resistant quartzites, undermined
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by sapping of the soft shales and an altered diabase sill. This

gives the mountain a step-like appearance. It is flat-topped and

reaches an elevation of over 6000 feet.

Pinal Oreek, the main drmnage line of the region under

consideration, heads in the Pinal Mountains and flows northward"

and discharged into the Salt River. Before the close of the Ter

tiary this stream flowed southeastward with a low gradient, probably

not over 25 feet to the mile, and discharged into the San Carlos

River, a tributary of the Gila River. The last major uplift of

the Pinal Mountains occurred at the close of the Tertiary, and the

rejuvenated streams loaded to capaClty by the torrential floods

built large fans in front of the mountains. These fans not only

encroached upon and choked the drainage, but built a barrier across

the old stream flowing southward, and formed a temporary lake., Beds

of fine silts were deposited during this period, and are inter

calated in the Globe gravels. With the ralsi�g of the level of

the lake an outlet was found and cut down at the northern end of

the basin. The supply of detritus from the Pinal Mountains was

so much greater than the quantity derived from the Globe Hills

that the newly formed stream was crowded to the east against the

hard-rock formations of the Globe Hills. For a length of over

six miles the west bank of Pinal Creek is in the Globe gravels,

while the east bank is in the older formations. This stream

usually carries water throughout the year, and the supply is de-

rived largely from melting snows on the high summits of the Pinal

�ountains.
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The tributaries to Pinal Creek are usually small and carry

water only during the torrential storms. Of the larger creeks

flowing into Pinal Creek, Bloody Tanks Wash, with its branch up

Russel Gulch,.drmns the largest area. It heads in the northern

end of the J:inal !Vlountains, and also drains the rugged hills just

northwest of the town of r,.,iami. The at r eam flowing through Copper
f

Gulch drains the area as far east as the �uperior and Boston Mine.

Sedimentary Rocks

Scanlan Conglomerate: Resting on the old granitic complex of

the pre-Cambrian, this formation, at the base of the Paleozoic

series, is the most variable in composition and thickness. Where

it has been cut in the underground workings of the Iron Cap IIline

it has a thickness of ten feet and rests on schist; while near the

Roosevelt dam it has a thickness of 30 feet. Locally, as where the

Gila River cuts through the Mescal .lIiountains about 25 miles south

of Globe, t.he formation is absent •.

The conglomerate con�ists of pebbles, usually well rounded

and quite variable in size, of milk quartz, chert, quartzite,

and schist fragments. Only the mOre resistant schist f�agments

were a�le to withstand the action of the waves. The finer material

between the pebbles consists of a coarse sand, usually arkosic,

and contains flakes of mica derived from the schist. Although 30

feet of conglomerate occurs at the Roosevelt dam, a locality three

miles south of the dam shows the granite overlain by about 70 feet
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of a coarse sandstone at the base of the Piorteer sh�le, and the

6canl�n conglomerate is absent. This sandstone is the equivalent

of the conglomerate and was deposited et tbe same time that the

conglomerate was forming in o+her- areas.

The conglomerate was formed by the waves of an advancing

sea over a land are� of low relief. The surface was littered

with fragments of milk quartz derived from veins in the schist.

Where the schist w�s indurated by contact metamorphism, fragments

not destroyed by weathering were incbrporated in the conglomerate.

'Some low monadnocks of granite were encountered and planed down,

conglomerate being deposited on remarkably fresh granite. The

granitic areas also supplied The detritus for the formation of

the arkosic sands.

Pioneer Shale: Following the deposition .of the �canlan con-

glomerate the Pioneer shale was laid down in quieter water. To-

wards the base this formation is a sandstone, somewhat arkosic,

but changing gradually to arenaceous shale and thin laminated

sh[.les. The beds are well indurated, and are colored brown,

reddish, and purple. This, however, while the p�edominant dolor

at the surface, does not hold a depth where the format�on is away

from oxidizing influences. Where cut in the mine workings of the

Arizona Commercial and the Iron Cap Ivlines, the color is greenish

or various shades of gray with a greepish tinge. This suggests

ferrous iron, and the clays and silts from which this formation

,

was derived, were evidently deposited under reducing conditions.

No determinable fossils have bee n found, but worm trails and
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borings are abundant in some beds. 'I"hes� forms of life may have

furnished the organic material necessary for the reduction of the

iron, if it were oxidized while being transported.' A mottled

appearance is very characteristic of these shales, and is a valua-

ble criterion in separating them from similar shales in the Dripping

Spring formation. On the cleavage planes are numerous sparkling

flakes of mica. These partings often show well preserved mud-

cracks and worm-trails, and a specimen in the collection of the Old

Dominion Ivline shows what may be foss il rain-prints.

Following the deposition of the arenaceous beds over the

�canlan conglomerate, a barrier beach was built up by the waves

at some distance from the shore. The embayment or lagoon thus

formed was the basin in which the finer silts were laid down. This

basin, at times, was a shallow tidal flat, and the surface was ex

posed to the sun and air for several days at a time. Barrell 2

estimates t.hat the tidal flat must be exposed, between tides,

for 36 hours, as a minimum to sufficiently harden and preserve the

mud-cracks against obliteration by the waves. Barrell 3 made ex-

periments on pure clay and also on silty clay containing a small

amount of grit, and as a result of these experiments concluded

that only pure clay would form and retain mud-cracks. As currents

with a velocity of a third of a mile an hour will move fine sand,

2. Barrell, Joseph, Relative Geological Importance of �ontinental,
Littoral, an d lv18rine �edimente.tion: Journal of Geolog,y,vol.l4,
p , 545,1906.

3. Ope cit. p. 528
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Barrell's conclusions would suggest that the Pioneer shale was

deposited in very quiet water in which the tidal range was not

very large. To expose so large an area·as is now occupied by

the Pioneer shale w0uld require a rather shallow basin with a

small tidal range and with no long-shore currents.

Barnes Conglomerate: �pparently conformably overlying the Pioneer

shale is the Barnes conglomerate. It consists of very well rounded

pebbles, worn extremely smooth by attrition and usually elongated.

They lie with their lOng direction parallel to each other and

parallel to the bedding of the underlying shales. Th� pebbles are

usually in contact with each other, although in some instances

they are set in an arkosic matrix of sand. They are uniform in

size, varying from two to four inches, 'but oc'c as LonaLl.y pebbles

six inches or more in diameter are found. In other sections peb

bles as much as nine inches in diameter are found, but then all

the pebbles are large, indicating that there has been some sorting.

Only the most durable rocks compose this conglomerate; and

they consist mostly of milk quartz, but pebbles of black and

vermillion chert and an older quartzite are also co�non. The

black chert was observed by the writer in the pre-Cambrian schists

in the £..lazatzal I��ountains north of :Mount Or-d , Acc ording to

E.D.Wilson, vermillion chert occurs at the north end of the

Mazat za L Mourrt aLns and in the -s cnLat near Jerome. Althougp. some

members of the schist series are quartzitic, a close inspection of

the fresh fractured surface invariably shows the presence of mica
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developed, by the metamorphism to which this old serie� has been

subjected. Some pebbles of quartzite containing mica were found

by the writer, but by far, the larger number of quartzite 'pebbles

cOntained no mica and were of a purplish cast, coarse-grained,

and highly indurated. 'I'hey were undoubt e'd.Ly derived from the

Mazatzal quartzite described by Wilson 4
as occurring under the

MOgDllon Rim. The Barnes conglomerate has been observed to rest

on schist and granite but no pebbles of either of these two rocks

have been seen within it by the writer.

The matrix between the pebbles, while generally arkosic,

often consists of a rather pure quartz sand, and is so highly

indurated thst it is difficult to hammer out pebbles or to break

the matrix away from the pebble. A thick, massive bed of this

�rkosic sand was observed at the base of the Bernes conglomerate

resting on granite. In other sections a massive, sandy member

divides the Barnes into· two beds of conglomerate, and usually shows

cross-bedding and wedges out in a short dlstance. The grains of

the matrix are not of a uniform size and are often quite 'angular.

The salmon-colored grains of feldspar are commonly larger t.han

+hose of quartz, and although highly altered, show cleavage and

the characteristic Carlsbad twinning of orthoclase.

Although the f'or-ma't.I on varies in thickness, it is rather

uniform for short distances. It is app�rently absent in the

4. Wilson, Eldred D.,' Protozoic Mazatzal �uartzite of t.rlzona:
The Pe,n-American Geologist, vol. 38, 1922, p. 299.
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northern end of the Sierra Ancha,.but at the southern end of this

mounta.in r-ange Ransome 5 n ot.e d a thickness of from 5-20 feet.

At GloOe the conglomerate has a thickness of 12 feet in the Arizona

Commercial Mine, while at Kelvin Ransome measured 55 feet. The

greatest thickness observed by the writer wa.s·in ths Mescal Moun-

tains near t.he Gila River, where it attains a thickness of 80 feet.

It will be noted from the localit.ies and thicknesses given. above

that the formation becomes pr-ogz-e s s Lv e Ly thicker towards the

south.

The formation may have originated by anyone of the follow

ing processes: (1) Fluviatile; (2) Marine; or (3) combined fluvia-

tile and marine. strong arguments can be made for a fluviatile

origin, and yet there Ls some evidence suggesting a marine origin.

Many of the facts observed, however, cannot be explained by marine

action as we now understand it.

One of the strongest arguments in favor of a fluviatile

origin is the long distance the pebbles of red chert were carried

before reaching their final resting place. While mapping the

geology of the state, no rocks older than the Barnes conglomerate

were seen containing red chert south of the Mazatzal lvlountains,

although a number of localities were carefully examined. TO have

reached the localities on the Gila River, wherB they now occur,

would require these pebbles to have been transported between 50

5. Rans0me,F.�.,Some PRleozoic Sections in Arlzona End their
Corre La t ion: U. �. geol .•�urvey Prof � Paper 98-k, Plate XXV.,

page 136,1916.
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and 100 miles. No currents along the shore, as we now understand

them, are capable of transporting pebbles six tq nine inches in

diameter for long distances. Large boulders are often moved by

storm waves, but this is more of a rolling back and forth with

but little transverse movement. Lenses of sandstone with stray

pebbles and high angle cross-bedding occur at some localities and

divide the conglomerate into two members. According to Gregory 6

these st�ay pebbles are indicative of fluviatile action. The le�ses

of sandst one in which these pebb Le s occur often pinch out rather

suddenly, and such structures cannot be explained by marine ac t Lon s

The best argument that can be advanced-to support a marine

origin for this conglomerate is the uniform thickness of the fo�-

mat ion. This is believed to be characteristic of marine con-

glomerates formed by the waves of an advancing sea. The thick

nesses given above show the formation to vary from a few feet to

80 feet; and while this is quite a difference in thickness, the

change is gradual with a thickening to the south, and wlthin a

mile or two the variation is small. Of minor importance, but

of some value in ·supporting a theory of marine origin is the

constant occurrence of this conglomerate on clean surfaces of

such rocks as granite. If this granite were exposed to the air

just be f'or-e the deposition ·of the conglomerate it would be ex-

pected to show considerable disintegration due to e dilatation and

6. Gregory,Herbert E., The Formation and Distribution of Fluvia

tile and Marine Gravels: Am.Jour.Sci., 4th ser., v ol , 39,p.487,
1915.
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contraction of the component minerals by temperature changes.

This residual material could be readily removed by the waves

and would be less likely to be removed by a depositing stream.

This would suggest that some erosion had taken place, and yet

+his erosion could not have been very intensive, as a small

monadnock of coarsely crystalline granite was observed in a cliff

section with a length of 15 feet and a height of 3 feet above the

general contact of conglomerate and granite.lf the thorough round

ing of the pebbles was due to wave action, this r-e s Ldus L mass of

granite should have been planed off.

Dripping spring Q,uartzlte: Overlying the Barnes conglomerate

with apparent conformity is a series of quartzite beds having a

thickness of 425 feet in the Old Dominion Mine. The formation con

sists of thin beds of rather pure quartz sand cemented by silica;

the beds average from two to three inches, but are often as much

as 12 or 18 �nches thick. The beds are often separated by thin

shale partings, and in some parts of the section the shaly beds

predominate. Where exposed to the action of the weather, the

beds are usually of a light to a dark brown with some beds a

decided maroon. The shales are often reddish and where they be

come thicker are of a green or gray color. In the deeper levels

of the mine, away from oxidizing influences, the formation is gray·

with a greBnish tinge.

An examination of thin sections shows the quartzite to be

composed of small, nearly uniform grains of quartz, usually

rounded, but angular grains are not uncommon. Some plagioclase
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feldspar was seen, end is usually. turbid due to alteration.

Magnetite occurs in thin, well-defined, parallel bands, and the

gray color of the rock is due to the presence of thiS mineral.

The cement between the grains is secondary silica, and the origi

nal grains often show secondary enlargement.

The ferrous iron in magnetite, on exposure to the air,

oxidizes to ferric and hence the red color on surface exposures

of this formation. The writer desires to call attention to an

error often made by geologists in suggesting arid conditions during

deposition for formations of a red or deep brown color. The Dripping

Springs quartzite was not deposited under arid conditions, and the

red color now seen in surface exposures is due to a recent Change.

The formation was deposited on a delta where the .ater was

qUiet enough to permit the settling of fine sand and silts. The

well-marked lamin�tion and thin banding may be due.to a re-work

ing of the sand by the waves. Some ripple marks are found, and

mud-cracks are con�on in the shaly beds, a suggestion of shallow

water during deposition. No fossils other than worm trails and

borings have been found, �nd these are confined to the shaly mem

bers. Enough of these forms of life may have lived in the sea at

the time of deposition to have kept the iron in a state of reduction.

Mescal Limestone: This limestone has a thickness of slightly over

200 feet, but locally �rosion has reduced this thickness to some

what less than 60 feet. It lies conformably on the Dripping �prings
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quartzite, and the contact between the two formations is a

gradational one. Three massive beds having a combined thickness

of 15 feet represent this transition. These transitional beds

are an arenaceous limestone wlth thin shale partings between them.

Above these beds are those of the typical thin-bedded Mescal lime-

stone, the beds of which have an average thickness of 18 inches,

although many ara massive.

On a fresh fracture, the limestone shows a remarkable band-

ing due to variations in composition. These bands are of a pale

green and pink, and the intermediate bands are white or cream

colored. The more massive beds do not show this banding as well

as the·more thin-bedded varieties. Where the formation has been

exposed to weathering, the surface is rough and contains considera�

ble chert. A fresh fracture, however, does not show this siliceous

material, but on treating the freshly broken rock with acid the
•

more soluble carbonates are dissolved away leaving the silica

standing out in relief.

The texture is uniformly fine grained, but some of the purer

white beds are often granular. Where the more siliceous beds have

been replaced by sulphides, the original texture is retained, and

the ore has a banded texture, due to the carbonates being more readi-

ly replaced by the ore bearing solutions.

The composition of this limestone is quite variable, and

this variation often occurs within a few feet stratigraphically

higher or lower. A partial analysis quoted by Ransome in his

paper on the Correlation of Some paleozoic sections in Arizona is
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as fOllows:

29.93

.42

21.90

14.90

This analysis is not typical of the formation as a whole, but

rep�esen;ts more nearly the impure phases of this sediment. Some

analyses made for the writer in the assay office of the Old Dominion

Company show the purer white beqs to contain nearly 90% Oa003. Other

analyses show a high percentage ot magnesia, and the rock is decidedly

dolomitic. This variation probably had an important 'bearing on the

deposition of the ore, and the Mescal limestone is the most important

pre-Carboniferous formation from an economic standpoint.

The formation in the vicinity of Globe is unfossiliferous,

but on the northeast side of the Santa Catalina Range, E.D. Wilson 7

found fossils indicating an Upper Cambr1an age. Here the whole

Apache Group is exposed in outcrops, and there is little likelihood

that Wilson was mistaken in his horizon. The formation can be

correlated with the Abrigo of the Bisbee section, a horizon definite

ly established as of Upper Cambrian age. It is difficult to ex

plain the absence of fossils in exposures near Globe. The shore was

certainly to the south and southwest, and the forms that lived in the

sea at the time of deposition of the Mescal limestone may have been

7. Oral commun1cation.
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shallow-water forms. It has·been suggested to the writer that

the irregular silica banding in this formation may represent a

replacement of marine algae.

Before the close of the deposition of the Dripping Spr�ng

quartzite the water gradually became deeper, but showed some fluctua

tion of level before becoming permanently deep. The deposition of

limestone began at that time. Although some shaly material occurs

as partings between the limestone beds, nowhere in the section are

sandy members to be found.

Troy Quartzite: This formation is separated from the Mescal lime-

stone by an erosional unconformity. Locally the Mescal limestone

was covered by a series of basalt flows, and this basalt at a

locality six miles northeast of Globe has been entirely removed by

erosion as well as about 200 feet of limestone before the deposition

of the Troy quartzite. The base of the quartzite here contains

rounded pebbles of the more siliceous members of the underlying

limestone. In the Sierra Ancha the base of the quartzite contains

�bbles and grains of the basalt flows.

This formation in the Old Dominion Mine has a thickness of

about 700 feet; while to the north, in the Sierra Ancha, it attains'

a thickness of 900 feet. There is, however, some doubt regarding

the age of the upper' 200 feet on Aztec Peak. These upper beds do,

not resemble the underlying beds, nor do they. show the induration

sO typical of the Troy quartzite. On the Gila River, near Christmas,

the thickness of this formation is over 1000 feet. Here agmn, the
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upper 200 feet do not resemble typical �roy, but are more nearly

like the beds occurring in the Sierra Ancha. In these upper beds,
\

N.B.Darton found fossils which may be Upper Cambrian or Ordovician.

The formation consists of clean quartz sand, well rounded, and

cemented by silica. The material has been well sorted, and while

�ds of finer material are often present, coarse grains are the more

common. Angular cross-bedding is well developed and at steep angles,

and is very characteristic of the formation throughout its entire

thickness. Near the upper part of the formation are several promin-

ent shale horizons, and they often inclose lenticular beds of sand-

stone. Intraformational conglomerates are especially common. in

the lower part of the formation and to some extent in the upper

parts. They consist of well rounded pebbles of milk quartz, chert,

and quartz:i,te. At some localities the conglomerate members are very

ferruginous and it is believed the iron was deposited with the peb-

bles as magnetite.

The formation is of continental origin; the lenses of con-

glomerate and cross-bedded sandstone suggest fluviatile action.

Ripple marks are found only in the thicker shale member and they

were probably fqrmed on the delta of a large river which also de-

pOSited the coar$e sandstone and conglomerate.

"

The fossils found by Darton resemble the genus Obolus, and

may be either cambrian or Ordovician. As the Mescal has been

c or-r-e Lsvt e d with the Abrigo and assigned to the Upper Cambrian, and
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as there is a pronounced unconformity at the base of.the Troy,

it is placed in the Ordovician. But these fossils were found

only in the upper beds of the Troy, and as noted above, they are not

lithologically similar to the lower beds. It is the writer's be-

lief that the unconformity at the base of the formation has more

weight in assigning the whole formation to the Ordovician than the

difference in lithology between the upper and lower beds.

Apache Group

The formations described above, from the Scanlan conglomerate

to the Troy quartzite inclusive, constitute the Apache Group as

redefined by Ransome 8. When the Globe district was first studied

by Ransome in 1901, the fuescal limestone, which separates the two

quartzite horizons of the Apache Group, was overlooked due to the

intense block faulting existing in thi.s area. A block of the Mescal

limestone surrounded by intrusive diabase was seen in the Old

Dominion kine, and near the Superior and Boston kine a similar

block of limestone was seen, but the intrusion of the magma had

produced some metamorphism with the introduction of iron and silica,

and the rock was mapped as metamorphosed "Globe Limestone" of

Devonian-Carboniferous age. A later study of sections south of

Globe revealed the true relations of the limestone and the two

quartzite horizons.

Martin Limestone: Although lying conformably on the Troy quartzite,

these formations are separated by a hiatuSi as is indicated by

fossil evidence. The k.ar-t Ln limestone consists of buff sandstones,

8. Ransome,�'.J..J. ,Geology at Globe,�rizonEq �Jdning and �cientific
Press, vol. 102, pp. 747-748, l�ll.
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shales, and shaly limestones, and has a thickness of about 400

feet. The lower beds are ma�sive, buff sandstones, unfossiliferous,

without cross-bedding, and with a s�all amount of shaly material.
,

Above this massive-bedded member are thin-bedded buff sandstones

alternating with shale. The formation then becomes progressively

more limy and fossils begin to appee.r, especially in the argilla-
ff

ceous limestone. The uppermost beds consist of rather pure, white

limestones and are unfossiliferous. About 15 feet of buff, paper

shales overlie these limestones.

As noted above, the massive member at the base of this for-

mation is unfossiliferous, but as the beds become more argillaceous

fossils make their appearance in great abundance, but are confined

to a few forms. These are generally silicified and weather out

readily_ In the limy beds fossils are not only abundant, but a

great variety of forms are present. The following were collected

by the writer assisted by E. D. Wilson:

Atrypa reticularis
rr hystrix
"

rugosa
Ambocoelia sp.
Spirifer whitneyi

rr c r , S. orestes (?)
Leptaena rhomboidalis
Stropheodonta c r, S. var fs t.r-Lat a
5chuchertella sp.
Schizophoria striatula
Chonetes sp.
Cladopora prolifica
Fenestella sp.
Zaphrentis sp.
Sponges, 2 sp.
Crinoid stems
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In addition to the above forms, Ransome has found the following

species:

Productella hallana
Stropheodonta calvini
Cyrtia Gyrt!niformis
Reticularia fimbriata
Cyrtina hamiltonensis
l\:J.artinia subumbona
Pugnax pugnus

According to Dr. Kindle who examined the material collected

by Ransome, these forms indicate Upper Devonian, but may include
"

sOme Middle Devonian. On the basis of fossil evidence this for-

ma t Lon d s correlated with the type locality of the �iJ.artin in the

Bisbee section.

The formation is of marine origin as is shown by the fossils

occurring in it. At first the waters were shallow and the sediments

rather pure beach sands, but, with the strand line fluctuating

somewhat and becoming deeper, shaly beds were deposited. The waters

then became progressively deeper and limestones were deposited. The

limestones contain some magnesia and are dolomitic, but before the

close of the" period they became purer. The- buff, paper shales were

depOSited by a rapidly �egressing sea.

Escabrosa Limestone: Overlying th� pap�r shales of the Devonian

are a few thin-bedded, shaly limestones; and above these are more

massive, white limestones; then one massive,.black limestone 60

feet thick. Although this massive member appears as a single bed,

it really is made up of several beds, with very thin shaly partings
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poorly developed. It is an important ore bearing horizon.
)

Boutwe Ll, found a few' foss ils, although these are fragmental,

and on the basis of these, the formation was assigned to the

IVLississippian. To the south of Globe this massive member loses

its dark color, is more thin-bedded, and contains abundant fos�ls.

The fOllowing forms were collected by Ransome:

.Syring?pora aculeata
lVIenophyllum s p,
Amplexus (?) sp.
Rhipidomella aff. R. owen!

II dubLa
Leptaena analoga
Schuchertella inflata
Chonetes sp •.
Avonia arcuata
Camarotoechia metallica
Dielasma burlingtonense
�pirifer centronatua
Brachythyris pecularis
Spiriferina solidirostris

Syringothyris sp.
Composita humilis
Cliothyridina sp.

These fossils, according to Edwin Kirk who examined this

material, definitely indicate a Mississippian age for the beds.

The formation forms a cliff and is locally known as the "Cliff

Limestone", but as the age is the same as that of the similar

Bisbee section it is correlated with that horizon.

Naco Limestone: The white Pennsylvanian limestones are separ�ed

from the black rviississippian limestones in the Globe district by a

shale member about three feet thick. About 20 feet above this

Shale the limestone contains Productus semireticularis, Seminula

subtillta, and Spirifer cameratus; and there is no doubt as to the
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Pennsylvanian age of the beds. The formation consists of white,

gray, �nd pink beds with thin shale partings. The beds vary in

thickness from six Lnche s to eight feet and average about three

feet; the texture varies.from a coarse grained mixture of. fragments

of fossil remains to. an extremely dense one in which no bedding or

partings can be distinguished. Iv�any of the beds contain abundant

chert inclusions, especially towards the top of the formation as

exposed in the vicinity of the Old Dominion Mine, and certain beds

oontain fossils replaced by red chert. At some horizons a thin

bed of an arenaceous limestone may be seen, but as a whole the

formation is unusually pure.

The formation is quite fossiliferous and the following forms

have been collected by the writer:

Productus semireticularis
�pirifer cameratus
Seminula subtilita
Derbya crassa

Chonetes mesolobus
ffusulina s p.
Phillipsia sp.
Pentacrinus sp.
Fenestella sp.

These forms are typical of the lower part of the Naco of the Bisbee

section. At Globe this limestone is known as the "�uarry", as it

is quarried as flux for the smelters of the district, but since

it is the equivalent of the Naco of ·Bisbee it is here correlated

with that formation.
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Originally Ransome 9 included the Devonian and Carboni

ferous beds in one horizon and named it the "Globe Limestone",

but in a later publication
10 he separated the Devonian beds

from the Carboniferous, and in this publication states that

there is no break in sedimentation between the Mississippi�

and Pennsylvanian. A separation is made in this paper because

of the importance of the black limestones in relation to replace

ment deposits, and; as no Pennsylvanian fossils are found beneath,

the shale mentioned above, it was thought best to place the division

plane at this place.

The formation has been extensively eroded and 'only slightly

OVer 300 feet remain in the Globe district, but to the south, in

the Ray quadrangle, the formation is nearly 1000 feet thick, and

at Bisbee its thickness is about 3000 feet.

'�Wi t.h the close of the Devonian this region became deep water

and off-shore limestones began to form. DUring Mississippian time

the water remained deep and limestones continued to form, but

during Penn�ylvanian time there were minor fluctuations of the

sea level and shales and shaly limestones were deposited.

Vfuitetail Conglomerate: This conglomerate consists chiefly of

subangular pebbles of diabase, quartzite, and limestone, but does

not contain pebbles of dacIte; and in this respect it differs

9. Ransome,F.L., U.S.Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 12,1903.

lO.Ransome,F.L., U.S.Geol.Survey, Prof. Paper 98-k,l9l6.
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from the later Gila conglomerate. The absence of dacite pebbles,

however, is not conclusive eV1dence bhat the formation examined

is ;y'hitetail, as much of the Gila conglomerate does not contain

dacite pebbles, and often it is impossible to separate the White-

tail from the Gila 'conglomerate.

The Whitetail conglomerate fills old pre-dacite depressions

in an old mature topography. During its formation there were ex-

tensive outpouring of lava, and the underlying gravels were pro-

tected from erosion until the dacite was cut through by later streams •

. The dacite flows are probably middle Miocene, and as these

flows are ea!l!�� than the Whitetail conglomerate the formation
I

is ass igned to the early Ivli'ocene.

GilD. C ':mr lomerate: G.K.Gilbert, while making a reconnaissance

survey of New Mexico and Arizona, noted the occurrence of great

thicknesses of gravel filling the valleys of the Gila River and

its tributaries, and gave the name Gila conglomerate to these

deposits. These gravels he described in the repo�t of the Wheeler

Survey as follows:

The boulders of the conglomerate are of local
origin, and their derivation from particular mountain
flanks is often indicated by the slopes of these beds.
Its cement is calcareous. Interbedded with it are

layers of slightly coherent sand, and of trass and
sheets of basalt; the latter, in some cliffs, pre
dominating over the conglomerate. One thousand feet
of the beds are frequently exposed, and a maximum
exposure on the Prieto is probably 1500 feet •••••••
Where the Gila (River) intersects the troughs of
the Basin Range system" as it does north of Ralston,
the conglomerate is continuous with the gravels
which occupy the troughs and floor the desert plains ••••
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It is, indeed, 'one of the U�uaternary gravels" of
the desert interior, and i� dlstin�uished from its

family only by the fact that the water-courses which
cross it are Sinking themselves into it and destroying
it, instead of adding to its depth.ll

Although Gilbert included all the valley fill in the Gila

conglomerate, in this report, the name Gila will be applied only

to those beds which have been planed off before the deposition of

the later Globe gravels. An excellent exposure of this uncon

formity occurs just south of the town of Globe in a raiiway cut.

As exposed in the Globe district, the gravels are quite variable

in c.omposition. Pebbles of quartzite are most abundant, but 10-

ca L'Ly , dacite may predominate. :Jchist, Ltme s t.one , and diabase

pebbles are also common. Between the pebbles are arkosic sands, and

the whole is cemented by carbonate of lime. There is a great
'

variation in the size of the material making up this formation;

many of the pebbles vary from less than an inch to boulders several

feet in diameter. Although some of the p�bbles are quite angular,

many of the .har-de r- ones show rounding to a remarkable degree,

suggesting transportation for long distances.

Even in the coarse conglomerate beds, the bedding is quite

distinct on weathered surfaces. In the lenses of sandstone the

bedding is less distinct, and this is partly due to the abundance

of cross-bedding. Shales are not common in the exposures studied,

and occur chiefly as partings between sandstone members.

11. Gilbert,G.K.: U.�.Geog. and Ge oLs Sur-vey e , J�. lOOth Ler ,

Report, v oL, 3, Geology, �Jashington 1875.
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In the �an Pedro Valley, just south of Benson, Kirk Bryan

discovered mammalian remains in the shaly beds of the Gila for-

mat�on. At a locality three milifs south of Benson, E. D. �ilson

found a part of the upper jaw of a new species of kastodon.

Near by, the writer collected an upper molar tooth of a new species

of Hipparion. This tooth was shown to Dr. J� C. Merriam who ex-

pressed bimself as follows:

The species is intermediate between my Mohave
Desert fsuna and the Hipparion of the Mexican Plateau,
and is probably middle or upper Pliocene.la

Dr. Gidley, of the D.S.National Museum, also collected fossil

vertebrate material in this vicinity, and his list of forms con

tained the following: Mastodon; 2 or 3 species of horse; 2 genera.

of camel; a large deer; a small antelope (Asiastic type); a large

and a small wOlf; an otter; a glyptodon; a land turtle; pocket

gophers; and a meadow mouse. Although no ver-t ehr-at e f'oss Ll,a were

fOUnd at Globe, the beds are undoubtedly equivalent to those of

the San Pedro valley.

Globe Gravels: As noted above, the Globe gravels lie uncon-

formably on the Gila'conglomerate; they are not so well consolid�ted,

snd differ somewhat in composition. A close inspection shows the

gravels to contain a larger p�rcentage of schist fragments and

altered diorite boulders. The mater�al is also much more angular

12. II�erriam, J. G., Oral communication.
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I

than the Gila, and as is shown by its composition, was derived

largely from the Pinal 11Ountains.

The bedding planes in the gravels are hardly noticeable,
I

while the sandstone members with much angular cross-bedding, shoVl

bedding planes only where shaly material occurs. Opposite the

Old Dominion smelter, an exposure of this sandstone in a road,

cut shows numerous short, stubby, lenses o� conglomerate. These

lenses were undoubtedly the old courses of aggrading streams

cutting across the sands of a rapidly filling basin. About three

miles northwest of Globe, the shaly members of this formation

bec cme much more abundant , and of greater thickness. They often

contain intercalated lenses of sandstone, and suggest deposition

in lake waters.

These gravels have been assigned to the Pleistocene on the

basis of their relations to the underlying Gila rionglomerates.
The gravels are now being dissected rapidly; some exposures show

the present stre�ms entrenched to a depth of over 400 feet.
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Igneous Reeks

The igneous rocks of this dlstri.ct show gr-e at diversity

in composition, r-an.t tng from very ac1d gra.nites to olivine dia

base. The mode of intrusion or extrusion is also quite variable,

and at least three major intrusions of batholithic proportions

are present; and a sill of diabase over 1000 feet thick; numerous

dikes; end several flows. �n age, they range from pre-Cambrian

granitic �ntrusions to bas8ltic flows intercalated in the Pleisto

cene gravels.

Ruin Granite: The old batholithic mass is well exposed in the

northwest corner of +he Globe que crang Le , and is part of the old

pre-Cambrian complex. A small isolated exposure occurs about

six miles north of the Old Dominion ruins, Bnd the base of the

Apache Mountains consists of this granite. It does not occur in

the Pinal �ountains in contact with the schist, but contains

xenolithic masses of the schist, 'and thereby shows the relative

ages of the two rocks.

The surface exposures of this granite are highly altered

and it is almost impossible to obtain fresh specimens. As seen

at the surface, the rock consists of salmon-colored feldspar and

quartz, with a small amount of chlorite and magnetite. Fresh speci

mens collected in some old mine workings in 'Porphyry II'lountain show

large porphyritic crystals of potash feldspar, many of them nearly

two inches in length. �unrtz and gray feldspar, with some chlorite,
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make up the remainder of the rock. The shape of the laths sugge�ts

its der-Lvat ion from biotite. The rock is of a gray color, while

the larger feldspar crystals are of a pinkish tint.

Rans ome gives the following petrographic description of this

rock in the Globe Folio:

Under the 'microscope •••••••• the large feldspar
phenocrysts are found to be a finely microperthltic micro
cline •••....• They are micropoikilitic also with reference
to the other constituents, particularly in their peripheral
portions. The groundmass is a hypidiomorphic granular
aggregate of quartz, microcline,oligoclase, and biotite,
named in order of apparent abundance, with accessory
titanite, apatite, magnetite, and zircon. The microcline
�s generally fresh, but the oligoclase is more or less
altered to turbid aggregates of kaolin and perhaps sericite,
while the biotite is partially chloritized.

This rock is probably the older of the two pre-Cambrian

batholithic intrusions. As it is not at the surface in contact with

the main body of the schist, nothing is k�own of the amount of con-

tact metamorphism produced. This granite is unconformably over-

lain by the Sc an Lan c ong Lomer-at e, the bas e of the Pa leozoic series.

�edera Diorite: This quartz-biotite diorite is a llght-gray rock,

of an even granular texture and somewhat coarse grained. It re-

sembles granite in the hand specimen as well as in its mode of

weathering. Close inspection reveals the presence of abundant

striated feldspars, and the rock for this reason is a diorite

rather than a granite 'which it resembles so much. Near the con-

tects with areas of schist, especially in the northern end of the

Pinal Mountains, the rock has a gneissoid texture. This is probably
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an orthogneiss, and was formed during the period of injection.

The dior.,ite makes up the main mass of the mountain, and,

whLLe ar-e a s of it are s eps rated by bodies of sChis�, they un

doubtedly connect with the main mass in depth. The contact with

the schist is a most intimate one, and although there is a tendency

to fOllow the planes of schistosity, the general strike of the 'sur-

face exposures is across the schistosity. The rock contains many

inclusions varying in size from small fragments to large masses

that are probably remnants of roof pendant s ,

In the hand specimen the rock does not show any evidence of
•

a porphyritic texture. The minerals recognizable with the aid of

a hand lens are pla?,ioclase.feldspar, orthoclase (or microcline),

quartz, biotite, apatite, and magnetite. Locally the rock contains

some hornblende, but this is not abundant.

Under the microscope, in a thin section, the rock is seen to

consist of a hypidiomorphic, granular texture; and the minerals in

the order of abundance are: labradorite, quartz, biotite, micro-

cline, orthoclase, and some muscovite. The accessory minerals are

magnetite, apatite, titanite, zircon, and rutile (1). Epidote and

chlorite often occur along fracture planes in the rock, or at the

contact with schist, and are later alteration �oducts. On the

Pioneer road the rock is coarser-grai�ed, contains a larger pro-

portion of orthoclase, anc appr-oaches a granodiorite in composition.

After the injection and cooling of this mass, numerous
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pegmatitic yeins were injected into the diorite as well as into

the intruded schist. These always consist of an abundance of

milk quartz with muscovite and black tourmaline, and occasionally

a little orthoclase. The tourmaline occurs as small bunches of

radiating needles, but often single crystals over 8 inches in

length are found. Th� larger crystals are often bent and fractured.

This intrusion has produced an intense metamorphism in the

schist. The effects have been chiefly physical, such as the pro

duction of denser �inerals by recrystallization, and a dehydration;

and they can be seen for long distances -from the contact. A More

detailed statement will be made in discussing the metamorphic rocks.

Cambrian (1) Basalt: Following the deposition of the Mescal lime-'

stone, bas aLt s were extruded over a w Lde area. From the �ierra

Ancha in the north to the lviescal Iviount�ins in the south, this

basalt occurs between the Mescal limestone and the Troy quartzite.

The base of the flow is parallel to the bedding of the limestone,

but locally the limestone is. so very much thinner as to suggest

s orne eros ion before the outpour tng of the lava. The. flow, or

rather the series of flows, has a total thickness of 200 feet

in the Old Dominion J)hine, and to the south of the Superior and

Eoston kine over 250 feet.

At the surface, the rock weathers to a dark reddish-brown,

whereas fresh specimens from underground workings vary from a

greenish-brown to·a very dark.greenish-black. The rock is of a

dense, aphanitic texture, and at the base of the separate flows is

vesicular. l'hese vesicules are commonly filled with calcite, but



PLATE II.

View showing' fault plane of the Old Dominion Vein.

Foot wall diabas�. Hanging wall gossan in limestone.

Weath�ring of diabase showing development of

.

small knobs due to segregation of feldspar.

Photo taken in the Sierra Ancha.
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sometimes they contain epidote, specularite, chlorite, and

quartz. These l��er minerals were probably formed at the time

of the intrusion of the diabase.

The age of the flow is not definitely known, and depends on

the age of the Troy Q.ue.rtzite. If this quartzite is Ordovician,

the flow is probably upper Cambrian, as the upper surface of the

basalt has been planed'off and represents an erosional unconformity.

Diabase: No igneous activity occurred in this region after the

outpouring of the basalt described abov e until the widespread

intrusion of the diabase in the early fuesozoic. This diabase is

very widespread, cov�ring many thousands of squar-e miles in area.

It was intruded as dikes and sills, chiefly the latter, along part

ing plRnes of the Apache group of sediments. The sills vary in

thickness from a few feet to over 1000 feet in the Old Dominion

Mine; and a lower s ill has .a thickness of over 400 feet. Where the

diabase has intruded the schists it is generally parallel to the

schistosity, but often it shows cross-cutting relations.

The intrusion is most common in the sediments of the Apache

zr-oup j but in the Old Dominion Mine it cuts the Ihartin limestone,

and in the �iescal L�ountains the Tornado limestone. It is, there

fore, later than the Pennsylvanian and is probably early Mesozoic�

Fresh specimens of the rock are of a dark gray color,

holocrystalline, and of a medium to coarse texture. wiith the un

aided eye the following minerals can be identified: augite, olivine,
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plagioclase f'e Ldspar-, magnet it e , and occasionally biotite. The

texture var-Le s c ons tder-e.b Ly from s pec Imen s: exhibiting a fine

grained gr oundmas s with Larg e porphyritic crystals of plagioclase

to a rock with a typical gabbroidal texture. The diabasic texture,

however, is most common.

In a thin section under crossed nicols the plagioclase is

seen to be the most abundant constituent. The extinction ang Le

shows it to be basic labradorite near bytownite in composition.

The augite is of a pale brown color showing no pleochorism, but

sometimes has a purplish tint inoicating the presence of titanium.

It occurs in broad laths intergrown with plagioclase and showing

the ophitic texture� The olivine, which was the earliest of the

essential minerals to crystallize out, is usually in rounded grains

that sometimes show the outline of the crystal. The mineral is un-

usually fresh, on d shows little or no trace of alteration to ser-

pentine or chlorite, except in specimens near the ve In , The biotite

is not very common, but ,where it occurs is of the deep-brown variety
"

(

with strong absorption. Among the accessory minerals are ilmenite,

often showing peculiar arrow-head shapes. Apatite occurs in

long needles, erid ti+:anite in crystals with rhombic outline.

Zircon is rarely seen.

In the thicker sills the diabase often shows magmatic

differentiation to a more acid variety. Four miles north of

Globe the diabase shows a gradational change to syenite. This

syenite consists of pink orthoclase and uralitic hornblende with
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a few needles of apatite. All gradations can be found between

the two rocks. Segregations are also common in the· diabase and

consist of the same minerals as the diabase, but with a very much

.

coarser. texture, some of the augite crystals measuring over six

inches in length. Other segregations consist· chiefly of plagiociasE

and some magnetite or ilmenite. These masses are not pegmatite

dikes of a basic com�osition, and their irregu�ar form and gradatior

in texture to the normal diabase suggest a segregation.

The rock weathers to an olive-colored soil (saprolite), and

usually contains rounded boulders and pebbles of unaltered diabase.

These boulders have a very �ough surface with many small warty

protuberances which eventually weather out and, form rounded pebbles.

Regarding these pebbles, Ransome says:

Close examinat ion of these little bodies (pebbles)
shows that their form and reSistance to disintegration
are dependent on the presence of rounded crystals of
augite.l�

Thin sections studied by the writer do not· support these

conclusions. In all sections showing alteration the olivine 'and

augite were the first to undergo change, the feldspar remaining

fr�sh. A close examination of these lumps shows a segregation of

the plagioclase with very little augite between the laths. The

occurrence of close spaced interlacing feldspar laths is the

explanation advanced by the writer for this peculiar mode of

weathering.

13. Ransome,F.L.,The Copper Deposits of.Ray and Miami,Atizona:
U.S.Geol.Survey PrOf. Paper 115, p. 54, 1919.
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The diabase has produced very little metamorphism other

than a baking and hardening in the Pioneer shales. Ln the Drip-'

ping Spring quartzite, as exposed in Mallory Gulch, the rock shows

a mottled appearance due to the segregation of magnetite, and

this wes probably caused by the intrusion of the diabase. In the

Mescal limestone specularite has been introduced, and tr�molite

and epidote developed.

Schultz' Granite: This granite occurs on the north slope of the

Pinal Mountains and extends from Iviiami southward for about ten

miles. It is a batholithic intrusion and probably extends beneath

the later lavas to the Ray district where a lithologically similar

intrUsion occurs. �elatively little vegeta.tion covers its sur

face, and the bare slopes of granite are visible for long distances.

Two sets of jOints intersect the granite, and weathering a�ong

these fractures has carved the rock into many tall slabs resembling
tombstones. This weathering is well illustrated in the Bloody

Tanks Yiash west of the t own of Miami.

The weathered surfac� is of a cream color, and the fresh

fracture is nearly white. The rock is porphyritic, with large

phenocrysts of orthoclase, some of which are nearly1two inches

long.' The remainder of the rock consists of an equigranular,

holocrystalline aggregate of quartz and white feldspar with some

biotite and magnetite. A close inspection with a hand lens of

this white feldspar shows the mineral to be a plagioclase feldspar

with albite twinning. The biotite occurs in flakes of an un-

usus. lly dark c'otor-,
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A thin section under the microscope shows the granular

part to consist chiefly of oligoclase and quartz with some

orthoclase. The biotite is strongly pleochroic, and is less

abundant than the grains of magnetite. The accessory minerals

are muscovite, magnetite, and zircon. Some of the biotite has

been changed to chlorite, and occasionally epidote is seen. The

oligoclase is rather basic and near andesine in composit�on.

Ransome gi�es the following chemical and mineralogical

analysis of this rock:

Chemica.l Analysis of Schultz Granite

61°2 70.95%

A1203 16.30

Fe203 1.01

FeO .36

MgO .23

CaO 1.85

Na20 5.16

K20 3.34

H2O (total) .63

T102 .23

100.06
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Mineral Composition of Schultz Granite

Oligoclase (AbaAn3) 52.24%

Orthoclase 16.82

Q,uartz 24.09

Biotite 4.50

Muscovite 1.28

Titanite .43

Iron Ores .64

100.00

The high silica and alkalies with a low percentage of iron,

lime, a�d magnesia, shows the rock to belong, chemically, with the

granites; and the higher ratio of soda to potash would make the

rock a soda-rich granite. The mineral composition shows the rock

to be. about half p Lag Loc Las e , and Ransome 14 discusses this pe-

culiarity as follows:

Upon consideration of the chemical and mineral
composition together it appears that the rock does
not fit into existing mineralogic schemes of classi
fication. Chemically it is a sodium-rich granite,
but mineralogically it is about half plagioclase.
It is conceivable that under slightly different con

ditions the calcium might have gone into mineralogic
combination to form pyroxene or amphibole instead of

ol.Lgoc Las e and the rock w ouLd then have been made up
chiefly of alkalic feldspar, and could be placed with?ut
hesitation among the sodium-rich granites.

14. Ransome,F.L. ,The Copp0r Deposits of dey and rviiami,Ar1zona:
U.S.Geol.Survey Prof. Paper 115, p. 00. 1919.
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Just such a change as is suggested by Ransome in the last

sentence of this guotation has occurred at some places near the

border of this intrusion. �s would be expected, the border is

slightly more basic than the main mass, [nd a specimen collected

by the writer consists of a microperthitic intergrowth of ortho-

clase and albite with some quartz, and abundant radiating needles

6f aegerite. kineralogically, this phase is more near� an aegerite-

granite, but with a much lower quartz content it is closely re-

lated to the syenites.

The rock shows a fine-grained (chilled) contact with diabase

and is, therefore, later than this rock. T� intrusion is earlier

than the middle Tertiary dacite, and may be late cretaceous or

early Tertiary. It is placed in the early Tertiary by Ransome.

Near the Pinal Ranch, the rock contains a' xenolithic mass

of Devonian limestone highly altered. It is interesting, in this

connection,to attempt to determine the probable thickness of the

batholithic cover when the intrusion cooled. The thickness of the

raleozoic sedimentary strata above the base of the Devonian, �s

exposed today, is less than one thousand feet. If the pennsylvanian
I

limestone, at the time of the intrusion, had a thickness equivalent

to that of the Bisbee section, the cover woula then have been

3500 feet thick. With a cover as thin as this, it would seem

possible for the intrusion to break through and give rise to

extensive flows of rhyolite. If such flows were forme� no re-

cord of them remains, end it is necessary to postulate a thicker
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sedimentary cover o�er this intrusion. �he post-Paleozoic rocks

which may have been deposited in this region are the sandstones

and sha Le s of upper Cretaceous a,�e. Remnarrt s of these rocks are

exposed to the northeast, south, and .s out he as t , It is possible

th�t these sediments at one time covered the region and were st�ipped

off in the early Tertiary; if so, several thousand feet should be

edded to the figure above to obtain a more reasonable estimate of

the thickness of the cover.

Granite porphyry: Associated wlth the �chultz granite are numerous

dikes of variable wid:th, and with a length of six miles as a

maximum. Those of a granitic composition occur chiefly in the

schist and Madera ,diorite orvt he Pinal �J.ountains. Nee.r the Old

Dominion �ine one of these dikes occurs in an are� of schist as

part of the material pushed up by the thrust. A specimen collect

ed here by the writer consists of large porphyritic crystals of

cream-colored orthoclase and quartz in a finer-grained groundmass.

The rock is somewh�t eltered and no trace of the ferromagnesian

minerals remains.

On the south slope of Buffalo Ridge is a narrow dike of

quartz-monzonite porphyry intruded in diabase and Devonian lime

at.on e . It is probably genetically related to the cchuLt z granite,

but is much more basic in composition. An examination with a hand

lens shows the presence of both twinned and untwinned orthoclase,

plagioclase, doubly terminated quartz crystals, and chlorite.

The groundmass is rather fine-grained and highly altered.
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From the Superstition I�iounta.ins on the west, and

extending eastward at least as far as the Apache Mount {!ins , are

extensive sheets of dacite. These flows, locally, have been sub

jected to intense faulting, and ex1st today only as more or less

discQnnected fault blocks. Near the Old Dominion Mine, the 9acite

has been greatly reduced by erosion until only a maximum of a few

hundred feet in thickness remains. On the south side of the Pinal

Mountains the dacite has been cut down into very deeply by

Mineral Creek, and the thickness of the flows is nearly 1000 feet.

The flows werepnred out over a rough surface, the ravines of

which were partially filled by the Whitetail conglomerate, or

by extensive beds of tuffs.

The rock weathers to large, rounded boulders of a light

brown color. Exfoliation is very common, and slabs a quarter

of an inch thick and six or more inches in diameter can readily

be peeled off. The weathering is controlled by a p'reexisting

series of joint planes, and along these is most active.

The dacite is a l1ght-colored,'pink1sh-gray rock, with

small but visible crystals of qu ar-t z , feldspar, and biotite,

in a stony groundmass. The quartz occurs in small rounded

grains; while many of the feldspar crystals show Albite twinning.

Biotite occurs in hexagonal flakes of a golden-brown tO,black

COlor. The rock is remarkably fresh, even near the surface, and

although disintegration has taken place, there is but little de

composition of the mineral constituents. Its lightness suggests

considerable porosity, but this is more apparent than ,real,
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and a thin section, under the microscope, is quite compact. There

are, however, vesicules or gas cavities present, and they are

usually long drawn out by the viscuous flow 'at' the time of extrusion.

Under the microscope the rock is seen to consist of clear,

rounded, and embayed grains of quartzj plagioclase feldspar slight

ly more basic than andesinej clear orthoclase (.s�nidine)j and

deep brown biotite. Ransome mentions the occurrence of hornblende

in this flow, but none was seen by the writer. The groundmass is

vitrophyric, s�owing beautiful flow lines, and is remarkably free

from a second generation of crystals. The black glass, at the base

of the flow, shows numerous curved cooling cracks.

Meta.morphic Rocks

Pinal Schist: The main mass of the pinal Mountains is made �p

of a recrystallized sediment, intensely metamorphosed, and in

truded by dikes and satellitic masses of the Madera diorite. Many

of the smaller xenolithic masses were broken away from the parent

rock by magmatic stoping, and engulfed ,by the invading magma;

other and larger areas are roof pendants, a part of the cover of

the batholith when the magma froze. Such is the nature of the

large area on the southwest slope of the pinal Mountains, and

there the metamorphism is less intense.

The general trend of the schistosity is northeast-southwest,

put locally it may change to nearly east-west or north-south. This
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direction of schistosity is general throughout Arizona, and

indicates that the direction of pressure producing schistosity

was fr om the northwest or s cut.heast ,

Lithologically, the schists vary depending, in a measure,

upon the original nature of the sedimentary or igneous rock from

which they were derived. A sericitic schist, with a satiny luster

along the cleavage faces, and of a blue or greenish-gray color

is by far the most common variety. This was undoubtedly derived

from a shal� by dynamic metamorphism. Not uncommon, but relative- .

ly rare, are metamorphosed beds of quartzite intercalated in

the phyllites, At one locality a conglomerate was noted. Basic

dikes, or sills, or flows associated' with these sediments were

altered to chloritic schists. In all the varieties noted above,

the schistosity is well developed, but where c�ntact metamor

phism has affected these schists, the rock is denser, more coarse-

ly crystalline, e.nd the schistosity is less pronounced •. These

are the nndalusite schists of the contact zone. Intermediate,
,

between the contact zone and the unaltered schists, are the

spotted schLs t s , or Fruchtschiefer of the Ge r-mans ,

In the normal schist, not affected by contact action, a

thin section shows the rock to be ffiade up, almost entirely,of

quartz and white mica, with a segregation of magnetite here and

there. A few small flakes of deep red hematite were observed.

The quartz occurs in more or less parallel bands with sericite

partly enveloping the individual quartz grains •. These grains,

although showing some strain effects, are probably a recrystalliza-
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tion rather than a granulation of previously existing larger

grains of quartz. ruagnetite occurs in scattered grains, but

often occurs segregated Bnd drawn out parallel to the schis-

tosity. These schists are rather fine-grained.

The first effects of contact action are shown in the

spotted schists of the intermediate zone. These spots are of

a dark green color, and consist of a segregation of chlorite.

In addition to chlorite, these schists contain quartz, mica; and

magnetite; and the grain is as fine as in the normal schist.

On approaching the c on tact with the Ivladera dlor I te, the

schist shows a marked change in crystallinity and in schistosity;

the rock becomes harder and denser, and new minerals are de-

v e Lop ed , The mica plates approach 9. quarter of an inch in diam-

eter, and andalusite is developed in long needles. Nearly all

the evidence of original schistosity has been destroyed. In

a thin section the rock is seen to be made up of recrystallized

quartz, microcline with pericline twinning, andalusite, and a

little mica. Tourmaline and sillimanite are occasionally seen.

The microcline and andalusite were formed from muscovite and

quartz by the drlving off of the constitutional water of the

molecule of mica. The following empirical equation exp�esses

this Change:

Muscovite �unrtz Ivlicroc line Andalusite water

+
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The tourmaline is not an original constituent of the rock, but

is a later introuuction from magmatic gases emEnating from the

�adera diorite at the time of the intrusion •

.

An unusual variety of schist was derived from the meta

morphism of a basic igneous rock. In the hand specimen, it is

a dark greenish rock consisting phiefly of chlorite, but with

some granulated nnd elongated grains of microcline or orthoclase,

end with som� sec�dary silic� Under the microscope the section

shows chlorite in a foliated mass, and making up about 75% of the

rock; a small amount of s8ricite, orthoclase, quartz and magnetite.

This schist h9s been altered by dynamic action rather than

by the more intense contact action, as is shown by the abundant

occurrence of 3uch hydrous minerals like chlorite and sericite�

Contact action would probably have developed minerals of the

amphibole or pyroxene group.

The Pinal schist is the rock mined by the �iami and Inspira

tion Copper Companies, and contains disseminated grains of py-

rite and chalcopyrite as the econo�·ic minerals.
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�tructure

In the vicinity of Globe, �t least two distinct types of

mountain structure can readily be recognized; tnose like the

Apache bountains and the �ierra Ancha, whicb are remnants of a

plateau deiached by erosion, and those like the Pinal and �escal

kountains which are uplifted and tilted fault blocks. Both types

have been modified by erosion, and.if it were not for the presence

of the sedimentarY'rocks, their origin might be difficult, if not

impossible, to determine. The hpache fuountains are not separated

from the Natantes Plate8.u by faulting, and the separation of the

two areas is the result of erosion. The Sierra hncha has a similar

origin, and the erosion along Cherry Creek .detached this mass from

its original eastern continuation. The southwest slope of the

Pina 1 Mourrt a Lns consists, in part, of sedimentary rocks resting

on the pre-Cambrian complex of granite and schist, and the lJIescal
-

.

l\�ountains consist of sedimentary rocks intruded by sills of diabase.

In both cases, the sediments dip to the southwest at angles greater

than MO.

Folding is rather rare in the Globe district, and the few

folds that do occur are of minor importance as a structural feature.

They are confined entirely to the limestones. �uch minor folds

can be Seen at several p�aces in limestones at the surface, but

soon die out in depth. A few minor folds, however! may. be seen

underground, especially in the vicinity of faults, and are often

of sOme value in determining the downthrow side of these faults
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where both walls are in the same formation. Folding is very

pr-onounc e d in. the schist series of t he Pinal Mountains, and many

of these flexures are extremely sharp and have been tr�ncated by

erosion.

The faulting. in the Globe Hills is mainly along two

directions dividing the area into r-homb-sshape d blocks. �lhese

blocks of sediments dip in various directions and usually at low

angles'. The faults may be roughly divided into a set having a

nort heast trend, and one with a northwest strike. Numerous srnaLl>

er fault$occur, however, which do not readily fall into either of

these two groups. Many of the faults are marked by a silicified

breccia, especially if one or both walls are of quartzite, although

the silicified walls of a mineralized limestone may also form a

breccia. These breccias are more resistant to erosion and stand

out in relief, often several feet above the surrounding rock.

Five dlstinct periods of faulting may be readily recognized

in this district, four of which are of the normal type of fault

ing, and one is a. thrust. The ea.rliest recognizable faulting has

a strike varying from N-S to N 25° W. It was along these. fractures

that the intrusion of the diabase took place. The diabase, coming

up along these fractures, spread out as a great sill in the bedded

Dripping Spring quartzite, �nd at the contact of the Troy quartzite

with the Cambrian basalt, or was intruded at the base of the Devon-

ian limestone. These pre-diabase faults have been marked "A"

on Plate IV. The second period of faulting had a trend approxi

mating N 65°E, and has faulted the diabase sills. This faulting
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is earlier than the mineralization, and it was along one of

these fractures that the Old Dominion vein was formed. A third

period of faulting took place after the outpouring of the dacite,

and was a renewed movement along the fractures with a northeast

strike. This faulting dropped dacite in the hanging wall of the

Old Dominion vein against diabase in the foot wall. This period

of fn�lting was also later than the mineralization, and the highly

altered diabase was crushed to a gouge forming a false foot wall,

and behind which: good ore is often found. It is not positively

known whether this faulting is earlier or later than the thrusting.

The thrust faulting· was followed by a last period of normal fault

ing. These faults, in the Old Dominion Mine, have a northwest

strike and dip to the southwest. They have dropped the oxidized

ore for a veruical distance of over six hundred feet.

In connection with this last period of faulting some rather

interesting structures have been developed; the gravel-filled valley

between the Globe Hills and the Pinal Moyntains has been dropped as

a block, and should be classed as a graben. As is noted above, the

west side of the Globe Hills are bounded by faults with a north

west strike and a southwest dip, and across the gravel-filled valley

is a fault, or perhaps a series of faults, with a north or north

east strike and an easterly dip. between them, the block has been

dropped for � vertical distance'of from 600 to 1680 feet. The

fault on the west side of the valley has displaced an orebody in the

Miami Copper Company's ground, and churn drilling in the hanging

wall of this fault, for a distance of 1680 feet, has failed to
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reach the bottom of the gravels.

An interesting thrust fault occurs in the Globe district

and can be traced northwestwa.rd to Iuiami, but to the south of

Globe soon disappears beneath the later gravels. By this re-

verse f'auLt tng , pre-Cambrian diorite and schist have been pushed

over Tertiary dacite in the Globe Hills. An area, isol�ed by

erosion, occurs near the Lime �uarry in Copper Gulch. This thrust

plane has been located by churn drilling to the southwest of the
I

mine, and where reliable figures can be obtained, the dip of the

thrust plane is about 8°, but to the extreme west may be as low

as 50. The thrust was from the southwest, and the minimum move-

ment was approximately 35,000 feet, or nearly seven miles. The

tim.e of this great movement is well delimited by the underlying

and overlying rocks. It is later than the dacite flows, to which

a middle �iocene age has been assigned, and earlier than the

Gila conglomerate of middle or late Pliocene age. The thrust

can probably be correlnted with the early Pliocene uplift in

other parts of the western states.

Reverse faulting is not uncommon in Arizona, and has been

observed by Ransome in the Ray district and at Bisbee. Schrader

reports a thrust in the �anta Rita Mountains, and C.J.sarle be-

11 eves a thrust to exist in the Chiricahua 1ri.ountains. The writer

has seen thrusts in the Huachuca Iv�ountains, in the !vlescal I''lountains,

and in the Rincon Mountains.

The cause of these great displacements in the earth1s crust
...

is not well understood. In the central portion of �rlzona, vast

quantities of lava were poured out shortly before these thrusts
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occurred. These volcanic fields cover !,:any thousands of square

miles in area and have thicknesses up to several thousands of feet.

This w ouLd be equLv a Lerrt to many cubic miles of mat er-La L t r-ans+

ferred from below to the surface. �uch outpourings undoubtedly

produced unbalanced stresses in the earth's substratum, and may

have given rise to these movements.

In attempting to prove a tectonic origin f)r the valleys of

the· Ray-Liami region, Ransome 15 discus�es the origin of the

Pinal �ountains and shows that either a great fold, or a fault
.

with an enormous throw of over 10,000 feet is required, or a

series of faults with downthrow on the northeast side: '.

to make up this great displacement. This great throw is not im

possible, but is rather improbable. It is the writer's belief

that, in part, the uplift of this mountain mass is due to t.hr-us t Lng ,

·�vith a minimum displacement of 35,000 feet along a fault plane

dipping 50, the vertical component ,'ould be about 3000 feet; if

the dip were 80, the vertical component would be neerly 5000 feet.

·wath greater displacements than the minimum assumed here, the

elevation of the Pinal 1!ountains could easily be accounted for

wit.hout the necessity of assuming great normal faulting. The up-

lift of the mountain is not entirely due to the vertical component

of thrusting, but is in pert, due to normal faulting. en climbing

the Pinal kountains, on the northeast side, one can hardly f�l

to notice a remarkable break in topography near the foot of the
I

mountain. This is illustrated in Plate III, and the profile was

made from the Globe topopraphic sheet of the U.�.Geol.Survey.

16. Ransome,F.L.,U.�.Geol.�urvey Prof. Paper 115, p. 82,1919.
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The first abru9t change in slope, of either the ridge or stream

bed, occurs at an elevation of 4750 feet; the second break occurs

at 5750 feet. From here the floor of Icehouse Canyon is of a

much lower gradient for about a �ile. This cannot be accounted

for by a difference In the texture of the rock, as it is the same,

namely pre-Cambrian diorite. This flat-floored valley, at a high
I

elevation in the mountain, was cut during a previous cycle of erosionJ

and since then +he mountain mass has again been uplifted approxi-

mately 1000 feet.

The most important structural feature of the mine is the

fault now occupied �y the Old Dominion vein. The strike varies

along the vein from N 45°E to N 65°E, but the latter figure is

more nearly the average throughout its entire length as it is

noW known� At the surface, the dip in the old glory hole is about

500 , and becomes steeper with depth. The dip also varies alting

the strike, becoming flatter to the west. The throw on this fault

is,at the west end,over 1000 feet.

Plate IV is a projection of the hanging wall to a plane. On

this projection are shown a number of faults, some of which are

earlier th2.n the diabase int.rusion, and others are later than the

oxidation of the ore. The occurrence of so many of these faults in

a limited ar-e a has produced an extremely c omp Lt c at e d geologic

structure. The Limestone fault and-the dest fault occur here, to-

gether w it h numer-ous smaller ones. The total t.hr-ow on this series

of faults is over bOO feet, and for this reason oxidized ores occur
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at a lower elevation than in the main portion of the mine. �ome

complex faulting occurs in the extreme eastern end of the mine,

'and here several faults intersect the Old Dominion vein at a low

angle. These have probably been displaced by the later movement

on the main fracture. The complexity, however, does not compare

with that of the "West side", as it is locally known.

As is shown pn Plate IV, the structure of the mine in general

is rather simple, and consists of a series of sediments dipping to

the southwest at a low angle. '2:hese sediments have been displace,d

to some extent by faulting, but the greatest rupture is due to the

intrusion of the diabase. The main s ill has a thickness of about

1000 feet, 2nd was intruded between the basalt overlying the Mescal

limestone- and the Troy quartzite. It is not confined to this

horizon, however, and to the west occurs at the base' of the De

vonian sediments. A second sill occurring in the mine. lies at a

much lower horizon strat igraphically, and was intnuded into the'

well-bed'ded Dripping t:>pring qu ar-t zLt e, So far as is now known

it has a thickness gr-eat er than 400 feet, and further development

in the foot wall may show it to be fully as thick as the main

sill.

Near the main shaft, the intrusion ,of diabase detached a

block of Mesca.l limest one and Dripping Spring quartzite, This

occurs between the 6th and the lOth levels. As it is surrounded

by diabase, it was probably detached during the intrusion and re

tained its position until the magma solidified.
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Geologic History

The earliest record, as is shown by the composition of the

Pinal' schist, indicates that this part of Arizona was a par-t of

the sea in which sediments were ac cumuLat.Lng , This sea was not

deep,.Rs sedimerits characteristic of the shore �ere deposited.

The bottom subsided as accumulation continued, until several

thousands of feet of conglomerate, sandstone, end shale were de

posited, with here and there thin lenses of limestone. Just �hat

the n�ture of the basement rock was on which these sediments were

laid down, or where the source of the material was from which these

sediments have been formed, is not known. Sedimentation, however,

was not continuous, as the surface was exposed to erosion and

cOVered at times by flows of both acid and basic rocks. The

occurrence of conglomerates suggests unconformities, and the

early history of the Pinal schist in Arizona has been only partly

unraveled. The sediments must have q€en buried very deeply, per

haps to the zone of flowage, as a complete recrystallization by

dynamic stresses has taken place. It is possible there was more

t.han one period of dynamic mat.amor-phLsm , accompanied or followed

by the intrusion of batholithic masses of granite and diorite •.

The region was then uplifted �nd profound erosion, over a long

period of time, reduced the area to a land of low relief.

The beginning of paleozoic t.ime, perhaps middle 'Cambrian,

saw the waves of the sea edvancing over a land of low relief,
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reworking the ,loose debris lying on the surface, rounding the

harder m8terial to pebbles and boulders, and depositing the whole

as the Scanlan c ongLome r-at e , A. small subsLdenc e of the land would

cause the sea to encroach over a'wide area, and, the water behind

the advancing shore-line was, therefore, shallow. In this shallow

water, the waves built up barrier beaches end' formed lagoons and

estuaries. Eere the finer silts arid muds that made up the Pioneer

shale were deposited. �he water in these lagoons was so sh�llow that

for days at a time the muds were exposed to the sun and air, an d

greet sun@cracks were formed. These have been preserved in the

geologic record.,

The deposition of the Pioneer shale was brought to a close

by mountain-making movements that threw up 'great ridges at some

distance to the north and west of Globe. On the flanks of these

mountains wer-e the massive beds of the well-indurated Mazatzal'

quartzite, and beneath them were exposures of schist and granite

containing red and black chert and veins of milk quartz. Great

rivers cutting into this youthful topography found an abundant

supply of coarse and fine detritus. This material was trans

ferred, in some cases, for over a hundred miles and deposited as

the Barnes conglomerate. During this long Journey the boulders

were thoroughly rounded, and the fra�ments of granite were ground

to an arkosic sand. The soft Pioneer shale, on which this con

glomerate was' deposited, hns not been eroded, and this may be

because it was then a very hard, sticky mud, and yet plastic

enough so t.hat the first coarse detritus embedded itself in this

mud and formed 8
.• prot ect ive c ov er-Lng r'or- the softer sediments beneath.
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Following the deposition of the Barnes conglomerate, the

aands whic,h made 'up the Dripping �pring quartzite were deposited on

the delta of this large river. The sea often advanced across this

delta, and wayes and currents shifted the sands to and fro. Ripple

marks and sun-cracks were thus forned, and in0icate shallow water.

Subsidence of'the sea about equaled the rate of deposition, and this

condftion continued until the uppermoJt beds of �he Dripping �pring

quartzite were laid down; then a more rapid subsidence took place

and the calcareous muds, which later formed the :Mescal limest one,

began to be deposited.

During the' deposition of the Iviescal limestone, the depth of

the water showed only slight variations, nnd a small amount of shaly

material was laid down between the more massive beds of limestone.

The region was then again uplifted, the strand line retreated, and

,only a small amount of erosion occurred before this part of Arizona

was covered by sheets of ba�alt from fissure eruptions.

Erosion was only temporarily interrupted by the quiet out

wellings of basalt, and continued until 311 +he lava' and most of

the Mescal limestone were removed in some localities. On this

eroded surface great rivers deposited their load of �2nd nnd silt.

Occa.sional thin lenses of conglomerate suggest a fluviatile origin

for the Troy quartzite formed from these sands.

Between the deposition of the Troy quartzite 'and the Martin

Lfmer t on e ,
a time interval or hia.tus exists, and the length of this

time depends on the age assigned to the Troy quartzite. If this

quartzite is Ordovician, then the time interval would include the
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whole of Silurian time and perhaps also Lower- iJevonian, as the

fossils of the marine limestone, although occurring over 100 feet

above the base of this formation, indicate middle or upper Devonian.

Just what occurred in Arizona during �ilurian time is not known,as

the beds of the Uartin limestone lie conformably on the Troy quartz

ite without any appar-errt erosion.

In middle Devonian time the sea again advanced over the

land, end along this beach buff-colored sands were deposited,

occ as ionally containing much ar-g l Ll.ac e ous ma.t e r-LaL, This was follow

ed by small variations in the depth of the water in which the fine

silts were formed, end was follo�ed by the deposition of calcareous

muds. These muds and silts contain a fine record of the forms of

life that inhabited the sea at that time. 'vvith a deepening of the

sea, in which purer limestones were formed, the fauna migrated to

shallower water. The sea then very suddenly became shallow,and

about 15 feet of paper shales were laid down. There is no evidence

that t.he s e shales were eroded before the wat er again became deep

end the pure limestones of the Mississippian began to form. Ran-

some states that deposition was continuous throughout Carbonife�ous

time, but in this paper a separation is made between the Mississippian

and the Pennsylvanian, end the plane of division placed at a shale

horizon immediately above the black limestone of the 1iississippian.

Little is known of the geologic h i.s t or-y of the early l\'lesozoic

in this part of Arizona, 8nd it was undoubtedly a land area sub-

j ect to erosion, but in the northern part of the state, sediments
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were being deposited. �arly in kesozoic time,faulting took

place; and along these fractures large quantities of diabasic mag

ma was forced up between the strata of the Apache Group', forming

extensive thick sills and numerous dikes. If any of this magma

reached the surface, it rr ouLd have given rise to extensive flows

of basalt. NO such flows have been found, and if formed, were

entirely removed by later erosion. The later fuesozoic history is

better known, and in the southern part of the state fluviatile

and marine beds of the Comanche Series were deposited. It is not

known whether or not this region of deposition extended as far

north as §lobe,as no sediments of the lower Cretaceous have been

fOUnd. The upper Cretaceous is also absent at Globe, but occurs

about 20 miles to the south in the Deer .Creek region, at

Morenci to the southeast, and on the Mogollon Rim. These marine

beds may have existed at Globe, and if so, were removed by erosion

during the early part of the Tertiary�

The post-Cret�ceous uplift brought about a retreat of the sea

frOm Ari z ona , end was ac c ornpan i e d by the formation of numerous

mountain rs.nges. The core of many of these ranges were intruded

by batholithic masses of granite, monzonite, end diorite. These

younger granitiC rocks are fairly CO�lon in southern Arizona, and

one of these is the !::)chultz granite of the Pinal IVlountains. vihether

the general northeast faulting in the Globe district preceded or

fOllowed the intrusion of this gr-a ni.t e , is not known, but the frac

tures were in existence when the mineralizing solutions from this

granite deposited their load of copper.
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The newly uplifted mountains were vigorously attacked by

streams, and the detritus deposited in th� valleys between the

mountain ranges. The�e valley deposits, howover, were short

lived, end were rapidly removed by slight changes in local con

ditions that may have produced a greater rainfall. The Nhitetail

conglomerate is an eX8mple of these early Tertiary,valley deposits.

During the middle of the Tertiary volcanoes became active through

out' Ar i e one, and many of the eruptions were of explosive violence,

f,iving rise to extensive beds of tuff. These tuffs filled the de

pressions before the great st1eet� of dacite were poured out. The

topography was probably somewhat sUbduei, with here and there a

high peek, and all but t�e higher points were covered by the sheets

of lava... These flows reached a thickness of several thousands of

feet in s orne localities, and covered many thcus ands 'of square miles

in area.

The transfer of such a large qu�ntity of material from the

earth's subcrust to the surface produced unstable conditions, and

the strains set up were released, in part, by great thrust faults.

This thrusting produced renewed uplift of the mountains, and as

aridity Vl9.S becoming more pronounced in Arizona, rock disintegration

by dilatation and contraction; became·an important factor in the

reduction of the higher summits. This aridity was accompanied by

torrential rains, and the material detached by disintegration was

rapidly removed to the valley below by the flood waters. These

gravels and sands formed the Gila conglomerate.
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The removal of large quantities of rock from the mountains,

and the deposition of this material in the valley below,again

produced unstable condi�ions, and renewed normal faulting re

sulted. This faulting produced an uplift of approximately 1000

feet in the pinal �ountain�. The topography is still in a youth

ful stage. The. material recently derived from the mountain has

been deposited over the eroded surface of the Gila conglomerate,

and formed the Globe gravels. Even these gravels have been dissect

ed, arid streams have cut down into them for a depth of 400 feet.



Pyrite (py) fractured and filled by. veins

of chalcopyrite (cp), and these in turn

replaced by bornite (bn).

Tetrabedrite (te) and bornite (bn)

interg�own and suggesting contemporaneous

depos it ion.

PLATE V.

_ • c
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ORE DEPO�ITS

fuineralogy

�HIDE$

Pyrite. FeS2 The mineral occurs as a granular aggregate in

all the prima�y ore, and locally is very abundant. Crystals are

rare and are usually found in the �all rock at some distance from

the vein. The pyritohedron is the only habit. In polished sur

faces the mineral is seen to be thoroughly shattered and the frac

tures are filled with chalcopyrite and bornite. The, latter minerals

have replaced the pyrite only to a very slight extent. Where en

riched, however, the pyrite is entire�� replaced by chalcocite.

Chalcopyrite. CuFeS2• No crystals, only the massive variety,

of chalcopyrite occursin this mine. In the richer replacement

orebodies in the Mescal limestone the mineral occurs in large

masses, always associated with bornite. It was the flrst copper

sulphid� to be deposited. Polished surfaces often' show minute

veinlets of secondary chalcopyrlte cutting bornite of undoubted

secondary origin. They do not cut the chalcocite, and may re

present a breaking down of the bornite molecule.

Bornite. CUSFeS6.' Bornite is a very conrraon constituent of the

primary ,ore throughout the mine, and is especially abundant in the

richer replacement orebodies in the Mescal limestone. In the



PLATE VI.

Bornite- (bn) veined and replaced by

tetrahedrite (te). Black is �alcite

gangue with pits.

Chalc opyri te (cp) -replaced by sec ondary

bornite (bn). Chaicocite (cc) veins replacing

chalcopyrite and rimmed with bornite. Replaces

bornite direst. Black ,gangue.

c
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majority of specimens studied it is later than and r.eplaces,

chalcopyrite. Bornite and chalcopyrite sometimes occur in the

primary ore in such an intimate in�ergrowth as to suggest con

temporaneous deposition.

Bornite is also an important secondary mineral. It forms

a distinct blanket beneath the chalcocite zone suggestive of down

ward enrichment. In Plate VI a veinlet of chalcocite is shown cutting

bornite and chalcopyrite. Where the veinlet cuts the chalcopyrite

it is fringed by secondary bornite. Some intimate intergrowths

of bornite and chalcocite suggesting contemporaneous deposition

were also seen.

Tetrahedrite. CuaSb257• This mineral was first found as crystals

in cavities on a specimen of ore from the 17th level. Here it

replaces chalcopyrite. It also occurs in the ore on the 19th level

o·f the Josh Billings vein. The mineral has a deep reddish streak

and probably carries some silver. Polished surfaces (Plates V and

VI) show the mineral to be definitely later than, but in part,

contemporaneous� with the bornite. In all its occurrences it is

primary.

Galena. PbS. Galena was found in a small gash vein in Mescal lime

stone on the 16th level, and about 100 feet from the main Old Dominion

vein•. The mineral is also found as small specks and veins in bornite

and chalcopyrite. It is primary in all its occurrences.

�phalerit��. znS. This sulphide occurs in small veins, up to 4
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inches wide, in diabase. The mineral is of a dark brown color.

No other sulphides were found associated with it, nor was it found

in any of the polished surfaces studied. Broad f.l·akes of specular

ite are often associated with the sphalerite.

Cove llit e , eus. The cupric sulphide cannot be seen except in a

polished surface under the �eflecting microscope. It can be found

in near-Ly all specimens of secondary bornite as blades or irregular

masses. In one specimen covellite comprises the entire central por

tion of veins of secondary bornite cutting chalcopyrite.

Stromeyerite. (Ag, CU)2S• This mineral was seen by the writer in

specimens from small prospects north of Globe, but was not seen in

the ore of the Old Dominion Mine until polished surfaces were ex

aminyd. It occurs replacing bornite and covellite, and was probably

formed by the breaking down of argentiferous tetrahedrite.

Ch�lcocite. CU2S. This important ore mineral has a wide distribution

and a deep vertical range. Chalcocite replaces all the other sul

phides in the ore, but pyrite is the last to be entirely replaced.

It replaces bornite directly; but chalcopyrite s·eems., certainly in

the majority of cases, to go first to bornite and then to chalco

cite. Both the blue and the white chalcocite occur and in a veinlet

containing both, the white is in the center. Pyrite, apparently,

is not attacked until the other sulphides have been replaced. Some

of the masses of chalcocite in this mine wer-e very pure, but in

most of the occurrences it is associated with other sulphides, or

is being altered to the oxidized ores. At the top of the sulphide



Pyrite (py) almost entirely replaced

by chalcocite (6c). Note bomb structure.

Chalcocite (cc) replaced by native

copper (n) without going throngh·

cuprite·stage. Black gangue.

PLATE VII.
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zone, it comnonly alters directly to cuprite or malachite, but

in one case, as is shown in Plate VII, it alters direct�y to

native copper without �oing through the cuprite stage.

��(�J t1JJA
Coffee Brovm sulphid�) Cu-Fe-S( 1). This peculiar mineral was

seen in a number of polished surfaces, and is invariably associated

with sec ondary bornite. It occurs in grains less than 1/50 inch

in di�meter replacing chalcopyrite, bornite, or covellite, but is

earlier than chalcocite. The color is a c'of'I'e e=br-own , and the

hardness is slightly greater than that of chalcocite, but less than

that of bornite. It is probably a sulphide of iron and copper.

Native Elements.

Copper •. This metal very commonly forms thin sheets in diabase or

fragmented quartzite. In the limestone it is less abundant, occurr-

ing as a dendritic growth of crystals. In kaolin containing limon-

ite where copper wa� deposited, the iron had been leached out. It

is formed from cuprite with which it is often most Lnt.Lmat e Ly inter-

grown. Ple.te VII shows nst Lv e copper replecing chalcocite.

Silver. Native silver occurs as thin flakes, and sometimes as

stout wires in the chalcocite from the 6th level. A specimen

shown the writer by �r. Barkdoll contained thin flakes of· silver

on the fracture planes of chrysoco11a and limonite� It was probably

formed by the breaking down of stromeyerite. All the ores carry

values in silver, but the oxidized ores carry the greater.

Gold. This occurs as very thin flakes on the fracture planes of
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chrysocolla where it is certainly secondary, although all the

ores carry values in this metal. 'Manganese and chlorine are

essential for +he solution of eold. r.angane s e may occur Ln t sma L),

quan�ities in t�e ore, and the apatite in the diabase may have

furni�hed the chlorine.

OXIDES

Cuprite. CU20. The cuprous oxide is a very common constituent of

the oxidized ores. It is more atundant in the diabase and quartz

ite than Ln �he limestones, though it is common in the shaly beds

of the �artin limestone. Cuprite occurs as deep red, translucent

grains in calcite, or as acicular crystals of chalcotrichite, or

massive and of a deep crimson color. Thin films of the massive

variety are of a deep orange color. cuprite replaces chalcocite,

and in one specimen was pseudomorph after a sheaf of malachite. It

usually changes to copper pitch, but sometimes alters directly to

chrysocolla. It is commonly replcced by native copper and by

ma Lac h lt e ,

Tenorite. CuO. �ome small black crystal tested with the blowpipe

yielded only copper, and were probably the cupric oxide. This rare

mineral may occur disseminated in limonite and in copper pitch, but

is not abundant as large grains or crystalS. It is unimportant

as an economic mineral.

Specularite. Fe203• The black, ocaly variety of hematite is �ery

common in basic rocks such as diabase or- Lf.u.e s t one , It is rarely

found in quartzite'. 'l'h l s mineral wa s deposited later than the pyr4:te
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i'lhich it replaces to a s light extent. In the replacement depos its

in �escal limestone the mineral has been deposited at a greater

distance from the vein than the copper�bearing sulphides. In the

oxidized ore on the 14th level, a drift passed through over 15 feet

of massive specularite and quartz. A fine greasy rouge, micaceous

hematite, occurs as thin veins penetrating the black variety, or

sometimes entirely surrounding the coarser black specularite. 'lhd s

is sec ondary, but may not have been t'orrne d by descending c old solu

tions. The occurrence in primary ore suggests that the change took

place when the c�alcopyrite and bornite were deposited.

Lagnetite. Fe304. 5pecimens in the rock collection show �hat

magnetite occurred on the 6th level. Here the hanging wall is

quartzite end the footwall is diabase. The mineral is relatively

rare in the deposit.

5i02- �uartz occurs both as crystal and massive in pri-

mary ore as well ?s in the oxidized ore. This minAral was deposit

ed w�th pyrite �nd apecularite before any of the copper-bearing sul

phides. A second generation of pr-rmar-y quartz occurred after the

deposition of calcite and barite. This quartz in one specimen was

pseudomorph after berite. t>ome of the primary quartz is of a

brilliant red color� and contain�finely divided hematite.

In the ,oxidized ore, qucrtz crystals usually line cavities,

having been deposited by descending cold s o Iut l ons ; I�iuch free

silica was liberated by the breaking down of silicates by cold
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acid solqtions;arid considerable of this silica was transported and

concentrated by these solutions.

Chalcedony. 5i02• The cryptocrystalline variety of silica occurs

in small quantities in the pri�ary ore, and probably represents the

dying stages of mineralization. It is much more abundant in the

oxidized ores, and occurs as' a lining of cavities or as intergrowths

with malachite and chrysocolla. It is usually of a milky color.

HYDROUS OXIDES.

Limonite. 2Fe203.3H20. Limonite is an abundant and constant con

stituent of the oxidized ores. In the old glory hole, and in the

Hoosier �uarry, the n.Lner-a L occurs in 'a gossan o.t the surface. l�lost

of it is earthy or pulverent, and the color varies from an ocher

yellow to a deep red or brown. Some goethite may. occur associated

with it in these surface deposits, but this mineral has not been

posttively' identified. Underground, the limonite is more massive,

with a vitreous luster, and of a deep brown color. �asses showing

only a slight green stain often carry good values in copper. The

copper probably occurs here as chrysocolla, the true color of which

is masked by the deep�r color of the limonite., In other occurrences,

the copper is most likely present as cuprite.

11anga.ni te. �/m203. H20. A sma.ll amount of this mineral was seen

in surface prospects on gash veins in limestone carrying silver.

'The mineral, however, is rather rare, 2nd was found at only one

locality, although manganese veins are numerous in the limestone.
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Psilomelane. This hydrous manganese mineral is abundant in gash

veins in limestone, ano carries good values in silver. It is

massive, of a dark steel-gray color with an almost metallic luster,

and shows a fine grain. It has not been seen underground.

·iiad. The hydrous, amorphous oxide of manganese occurs associated

with psilomelane at the surface, and underground with oxidized copper

minerals. It is always earthy, of a dull brow�ish black color, and

feels very light to the hand.

CARBONATE�.

Ma Lac hd t e , CuC03• Cu(OH)2. This is one of the importru1t minerals

in the oxidized ore, s nd , 8.S would be expected, is most abundant

in the oxidized replace�ent deposlts in limestone. The mineral

occurs as masses of fine interlacing fibers; sometimes as small

spherical bod.ies surrounded by chalcedony, chrysocolla, and an oxide

of manganese. Small tufts or sheafs of radiating fibers occur on

calcite. l\19.1achite has been found as a psaudomorph after crystals

of azurite, but the occurrence is rare.

Azurite. 2CuCo3.Cu(OH)2. Azurite is a rare and an unimportant

constituent of the ore. It was found in small quantities on frac

ture planes in limonite at the Hoosier quarry, and a small amount

was found in the upper levels. It has probably been largely re

pIeced by mal8chite.

Calcite. CaC03_ Calcite occurs in small emounts in the primary

ore_ It wes deposited later then. bFrite and earlier than the second

period of.qu�rtz deposition. Calcite is more abundant in the oxidized
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ore, and in quartzite is associated with cuprite and native copper.

It also occurs to some extent with malachite; but is absent or

very rare in ores containing chrysocolla.

The mineral occurs aslldog-tooth sparn in cavities in the later

PaleOZOiC limestone. In the lvlescal limestone the crystals consist

of a short, stubby prism topped by a flat rhombohedron. This habit

is so characteristic that it can safely be used as a criterion in

separating the earlier from the later paleozoic limestones. The

�escal limestone is dolomitic and this habit of the mineral may be

due to the presence of some magnesia in the calcite molecule.

SILICATEt).

Garnet. CB3Fe2(Gi04)3. ':[_lhis lime-iron garnet is usually massive,

but occasionally small crystals are f'ound. It is of a. rich brown

COlor. It occurs on the 14th level as a nerrow vein in basalt,

associated with specularite, quartz, and calcite. On the 13th level

it occurs replacing certain beds of the ]/escal limestone, and is

associated With epidote, qunrtz� and calcite. It is not very abun

dant.

The occurrence of garnet and epidote in this mine does not

necessarily indicate contact metamorphism, and the minerals were

probably deposited by high temperature, hydrotherma� solutions.

Epidote.

crystDlline masses with �3rnet, as noted above, and O� fracture

pLanes in d i.aba s e , It was found, at the sur rac e , Lna monz onLt e

porphyry dike, in feldspar crystal�. It is always of a green color
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so typiCf11 of epidote. The minera.l is' c or r.on in +he diabase and

basalt.

Tremolite. CaMg3(�i03)4. Tremolite occurs as white interlacing

fibers in the �escal limestone on the 18th level. On some of the

bedding planes of this limestone, where some movement has taken

plBce, the va.riety known as mountain leather is often found. The

mineral wa s formed from the constituents of the impure limestone,

in which it occurs, by heated water, and is not indicative of con

tact metamorphism. Some serpentine and chlorite are associated

with it.

Chlorite. , (Complex silicate of Mg, Fe, a.nd Al). Chlorite occurs

chi,efly as an alteration pr-o ou c t of hydrothermal solutions in the

diabase and basalt. The micaceous flakes are of various shades of

green, from pale to dark green. The lighter colored flakes are

pr�bably richer in magnesium and low in ferrous iron. It is associat

ed with pyrite, quartz, specularite, and calcite. In the Mescal

limestone it is sometimes found with tremollte and serpentine, or

with epidote and garnet.

Sericite. H2KA13(bi04)3. This mineral is a constant associate of

the primary ore. It is very abundant in the diabase and quartzite,

and less so in the limestone. 'It is a product of the hydrothermal

solutions that gave rise to the economic minerals, and was deposited

when the chalcopyrite and bornite were formed.

Kaolinite.

waters acting on sericite. It is Vr'?;ry abundant in the chalcocite
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thick occur in oxidized ores in limestone. The mineral is often

stained brown by limonite. It sometimes contains thin dendritic

fl�s of copper or en oxide of manganese. The copper-bearing

variety will be described under chrysocolla.

Serpentine. H4Mg3Si209. The most cammon and abundant occurrence

of this mineral is in diabase at and above the water table. This

variety of serpentine is of a dark green cqlor, probably due to

the' presence of ferrous iron. It was derived from the olivine and

augite in the diabaso. The serpentlne in the Mescal limestone is

of a pale green, or cream yellow color, and was formed from the

constituents in the rock. .On the 8th level it occurs in a vein

with asbestos in Mescal limestone.

Chrysocolle.. CuSi03·2H20. This is the most important and most

abundant economic mineral of the oxidized ores. It is very wide

spread in its occurrence, but is most cammon in limestone and

quartzite ores. It forms at the expense of all the other oxidized

minerals except the native element. It varies in color from a

dirty green to a bright sky-blue. Where the ·mineral occurs stain

ing kaolin, it is often very deceiving in the amount of copper con

tained. Some of this material is often of good blue color, but

when assayed, is found to carry but a few percent of copper •.
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SULPHATES.

Barite. BaS04• Barite is a relatively rare mineral in this mine,

8nd occurs only in the primary ore. A specimen from the 16th level

consisted of broad cleavage plates partially replaced by quartz.

On the 19th level of the Josh Billings vein the mineral is associated

with calcite, chalcopyrite,and bornite, but is later than these

minerals.

Alunit�.

in wi�th, in somewhat altered diabase. The mineral is of a i.hLt.e

cOlor, with an earthy texture, and breaks with a splintery fracture.

It is the last stage in the primary mineralization.

C1;_alcsnthite. CuS04 +'5H20. This mineral occurs in old .workings

as stalactites hanging ·from timbers or covering the floor.

PisD.nite� (Fe,Cu)S04+7H20. This mineral was found on the 15th

level in old abandoned workings. It was formed on the floor of a

drift by s oLut Lons caning up out of the rock.

GOSlarite. ZnS04+7H20. The mineral occurs as fine long hairs on

the w9.1l3 of drift·�. It is most c ammon in diabase, and was formed

by SOlutions slowly coming out of the rock.

OTHER MINERALS.

Wulfenit�. PbMo04. Orange-colored, tabular crystals of this

mineral were found by the writer on the 14th level associated with

chrysocolla end limonite. �pecimens were also found by porri on

the 19th level associated with oxidized copper minerals. Tabular
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crystals occur in the Darius tunnel �nd are coated by silica.

The primary sulphide, molybdenite, has not ·been found in the ores,

but. probably occur in small qu e.nt it. ies.

Vanr.dinite. (PbCI)Pb4(V03)3. ;jmall red crystals, of unusual dark

cOlor, and with a hexagonal outline, were found at the surface in a

small gash vein. This cluster of crystals was associated with

quartz, calcite, 8nd psilomelane. This is the only occurrence of

the mineral on the property of the Old Dominion Company, but two

miles north of the mine, venr df.nLt.e is common in qu ar-t z Lt.e , and is

a�sociated wIth chrysocolla, cerrusite, and descloizite.

Cerargyri t e. AgCI. Hornsilver of a greenish gray color occurs

in manganese ore at the surface in limestone. The mineral is rather

common around Globe. To the northea3t, in the Richmond Basin,

embolite anq bromyrite were found.

Copper Pitch. several black substances with conchoidal fracture

are often included under this term. Some of this material is un

doubtedly chrysocolla stained by the oxides of manganese, and this

may be the reason why analyses show such wide variations'. Chrysocolla

that shows gradational color from blue to black have been foond

in this mine, but copper pitch, as the term is used here, occurs

only surrounding and veining cuprite. It commonly alters to chryso

colla. When ground to a fine powder and examined with the high

powers of the microscope the mineral is found to be opaque , and

in this respect, differs from chrysocolla stained by th� oxides of

manganese. The mineral has a hardness of 4; black streak; con

choidal fracture; and is very brittle.
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Lindgren
16

gives the following analysis of this mineral:

2nD

c/.
,0

- 28.6

8.4

- 21.2

CuD

Mn02 -

Fe203 A1203 P205

Insoluble in HCl

4.0

- 22.8

Ignition loss 16.3 less oxygen due to
conversion of Mn02 to Mn304

13.7
98.'7

If the zinc is combined with the s Ll.Lca to form a zinc silicate,

and the iron, a Lumf.na , and phosphorus figured as, impurities,

then the remaining SUbstances could probably be considered as a

hydrous oxide of copper and ffisnganese.

The m8terial from Globe has not been analyzed, but it is
.

the writer's belief that it is a mineral and not e mixture.

Anthraxol-it e. This rare n.Lne r-a 1 was found by the vlri ter on the 14th

level as small veins in the Oambr-Lrn basalt. The n.ineral is associa-

ted with calcite; quartz, and chlori�e, chiefly, but the fracture

planes contain thin films of chalcopyrite. Garnet, quartz, and

specularite also oc�ur as veins in this roc�, but anthraxolite has

not been found with them.

16. Lindgren,.�.,'l'he Copper .0eposits of the Clifton-ll'lorenci District,
Ari ZOna. U. �. Ge 01. .::>urvey Prof. paper 43. p. 114,1905.
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The mineral occurs as more or leas spherical grains em-

bedded in calcite. It is of a black color; conchoidal fracture;

hardness about 2.5; and extremely brittle. Chemical tests show

�t to cOnsist chiefly of carbon. A Russian) publication not access-

ible to the writer now, gave a series of analyses in which the

carbon content varied from 88 to 93%. The remainder consisted of

hyqrogen, oxygen, �nd nitrogen.

Types of Ore Deposits.

The ore deposits in the mine may be subdivided into orebodies

occurring as replacement of limestone and que r-t z tt e ; vein deposits;

mineralized lodes; and gash veins in Lfn.e e t one ,

Replacement Deposits. Replacement of the wall-rock by sulphide·

ores has taken place e�tensively in liwestone and to a lesser ex-

t.nn t extent in quar-t z i t e , and to only a slight extent in diabase.

The replacement that has taken place where the wall-rock is diabase,

has been of the alteration products produced by -he first wave of

heated water rather than a direct replacement of the primary silicates

of the wall-rock. �hi� replacement was generally accQnpanied by the

deposition of considerable silica in addition to the sulphides.

Descending solutiomwhich have oxidized the ore, also carried

copper, and a further replacement of the wall-rock took place. 11his

1s very noticeable in both the limestones and quartzite. �ilica

was again tr�nsferred in considerable quantities.
<
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Irving17 gives the following criteria as characteristic of

replacement deposits.

1. Pr e a enc e of complete or partly t'ac.et.ed crystals
in foreign rock masses.

2. Preservation of rock structures.
3. Intersection of rock structures.
4. Absence of concave structures.
5. Absence of crustification.
6. Unsupported st.ructures.
7. Form.
8. Decrease in volume due to change in composition.
9. Excess of volume of introduced minerals over

original pore-space of rock.

It is seldom that wost of the criteria listed above can be

found in a single orebody, and all are seldom found in one deposit.

The last criterion listed is rather dif£lcult of proof, even with

an intensive microscopic study, chiefly because of the uncertainty,

in a much faulted region, of having the same bed of sediment.

Of the r-e p Lac emerrt deposits of primary sulphides in limestone,

only one, the fuescal limestone, remains today for observation; all

deposits in th€ Devonian and Carboniferous limestone have long

a�o been mOdified by oxid�tion. The kesca1 limestone will, there-

fore, be taken as the type of sulphide rep�acement in limestone.

The remarkatle banding shown on a fresh f�acture, or the

knotted bands of silica shown on a weathered surface, are often

preserved in the ore. Bands of chalcopyrlte, or an intergrowth

of chalcopyrite and bornite, often form bands perellel to the

17. lrv ine ,J .,D. ,Replaceillent Ore-bodles �md the Cr).ter).s for
their Recognition: Economic Geology, vol. 6,p.619, 1911.
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bedding planes, and are separated by silica. This banding, however,

is often absent, especially where the rock has been replaced by
,

specularite, or by solid sulphi�es. Pyrlte is not so abundant,

exc�pt locally; nnd then only in minor amounts. �pec�larite,

however, is more abundant and has penetrated and replaced the

rock for [l greater distance from the main fracture, t.han the

copper sulphides. But the specularite represents an earlier,

and probably � more intense hydrothermal action.

The replacement has been selective, certain beds are minerali-

zed for greater distances horizontally than others, and is due in

part to the composition of the rock. The degree of fracturing was

�lso responsible for the greater amount of replacement at some

places along the Old Dominion veln. Although mineral occurs along

the entire length of the vein, the more intense fracturing, es-

p�cially where a change in strike of the vein has taken.place, has

developed ore shoots. Partly for this reason, the �escal limestone,

for hundreds of feet, does not contain large economic bodies of ore.

The Troy qu�rtzite forms the hanging wall of the vein for

long distances, 9nd splendid orebodies have been formed in this

rock. 'I'he replacement of the rock by pr-Imar-y sulphides has not been

·so complete as in the limestones. The brecciation produced dur-

ing faulting has not been entirely obliterated by replacement;

many of the rock fraglllents are still quite angUlar, but some re-

placement has taken place in this quartzite as well as in the

Dripping �pring quertzite. un the 19th level, in the Josh Billings
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vein, the ore occurs as a replacement of the Dripping Spring'

quartzite. The limits of co�nercial ore can be determined only

by assay, 'and sulphides have been deposited for many feet from

the vein. According to MCBrlde,18 the lower beds of the Dripping

Spring quartzite is a very favorable horizon for the deposition

of ore. ln +his vein crustification is entirely absent, and very

rich sUlphide ore has been deposited.

The replacement deposits in the Devonian and Carboniferous

limestones have been modified by the oxidizing solutions passing

through the ore and their orl�inal nature masked by this alteration.

The kartin limestone contains, at some horizons, considerable s haLy

material, and this horizon does not contain large or rich orebodies.

Ihuch of the limestone is heavily impregna.ted with limonite, and is

more common on fracture plane than in the, interior of the rock.

The limonite is probably an oxidation product of pyrite, and the

occurrence on fracture planes shows that even the hot, primary

solutions did not penetrate this limestone for great distances.
"

'!

While certain beds of the Pennsylvanian limestone contain

£:ood hodies of oxidized ore, as a rule, this horizon was unfavorable

for the deposition of ore. On the 11th and 12th levels, good oxidized

ore was mined from what the writer considers to have been the lower

beds of the Naco limestone. Another locality" where are mined was

probably in Naco limestone, was on the 16th level in blocks 5 and

6 west. Here, although the ore was rich, the replacement bodies were

narrow and were sep�rated from the wall�rock by fractures on which

18. �lcEride ,',J .G., Oral Communication.
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movement, later than the oxidation of the ore, had taken pl�ce.

At the surface numerous stringers, often only a few inches thick

an d containing limonite and qu ar-b z , show t.hat the limestone was

not mineralized to any great extent. This hor-Lzon , at Bisbee,

carries good bodies of ore, and the reason for the lack of minerali-

zation at Globe is not known. 'l'he limestone shows great variation

in texture, from coarse granular to extremely dense. On examining

the wall-rock of some of these narrow stringers it is found to be

ver:l compact, and shows silica with some copper stain, penetrating

the rock for an inch or two. Texture may, therefore, be responsible,

·in part, for the lack of mineralization.
- I

The best horizon for replacement bodies of oxidized ore is

in the massive black limestone member of the hJ.ississippian. Wherever

this limestone forms one wall of the vein, it has been almost en-

tirely replaced by copper minerals. The original mineralization

probably consisted of an abundance of chalcopyrite and bornite with

some pyrite, specularite, and qu arvt z , Because of its position near

the surface, all the ore in this limestone has been oxidized. In

form, the orebDdies are generally" tabular, and with a greater

horizontal than vertical extent. 'l'he outline is very irregular and

grades into limonite and quartz c�ntaining very little copper. One

of these orebodies is illustrated in Plate VIII. �he ore consists

chiefly of chrysocolla, limonite, End (iuartz, but occasionally

malachite is more abundant than chrysocolla, and often contains

nodules end veinlets of deep red, transluscent cuprite.
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Vein De o os L ts. The largest amount of ore in this mine occurs

in the Old Dominion vein. It forms a great tabular sheet of

ore between well defined walls, ,with local swelling or contraction

in the width of the ore. These swellings occur where there are

abrupt changes in strike, and are centers around which a greater

amount; of shattering an d rock brecciation took p lac e during fault

ing. Above the 16th levei the foot-Jall is basalt and diabase,

and the hanging wall is Troy quartzite. Here the ore occurs in

a true fissure with well defined walls. Splits off of the main

vein occur, and are in the softer diabase rather than in the quartzite.

�uch sPlits always rejoin the main vein further along the strike. The

alteration produced in the diabase of the foot wall has been crushed

to a Gouge by movements along the vein later than the enrichment of

the ore.

The minerals of the ore consist of pyrite and chalcopyrite

with some bornite. ·The gangue minerals are mainly quartz and

sericite, but c a Ic t t e eric barite are sometimes seen. 'i'he sulphides

in +he vein often occur as Dr_ s egr-eg at Lon in lenses, roughly parallel

to the walis, and is especially noticeable where there is an abun-

dance of sericite. dhere the whole width of the vein consists of

mas3ive, white quartz and sulphides, �he linear arrangement of the

sulphides is absent, and the ore consists of sulp�ide grains dissemin-

ated thr-ough out the qu ar-t z . The grade of the ore, W ..aer e it has not

been enriched, is generally lower than in the replacement deposits.

This is due partly to the mineral c oi..pos it t on , the ore consisting

chiefly of pyrite nnd chalcopyrite, ana partly to the smaller amount
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of sulphides per unit of volume. .iher-e both walls of the vein

are diabase, the vein is 8pt to be narrow and low grade. This is

especially so below the zone of enrichment.

The Josh Billin�s vein roughly parallels toe Old Dominion

vein, but the dip is nearly vertical. It lies to the north of the

ma In hoisting shaft, wher-eas the n.a Ln vein is to the south. Like

the Old' DcmIn Lon vein, it occupies a f'auLt fissure, but the throw
,

on this fault is small. At the surface both walls are in diabase.

Eere -ood oxidized and enriched ore was found. The high-grade ore

soon passed into lean sulphides, and no further development work

Wp.s done until sufficient depth vIas reached vrhere one or both walls

would be quartzite. The quartzite walls rre smooth, and are separated

frOm t.he ore by about an inch of gouge. On the 19th level the ore

extends teyond +he �ouge and replaces the wall-rock. The ore in

J9
the wall-rock, ace oroin.�' t 0 Po�ri, is of a lower grade than that

in the vein proper. The ore consists of pyrite, chalcopyrite,

and bornite, r.nd ',':ith quartz and sericite as gangue minerals. A

specimen from the 19th level, sent to the writer by porri, con

sisted �f chalcopyrite and bornite intergrown, and veined and re

placed by tetrahedrite. The gangue consisted of barite. As far

as the writer is aware, no tetrahedrite was found on the 18th level.

Mineralized Lodes. On the 18th level, and about 2000 feet east of

the main shaft, the upper beds of the Dripping 6pring quartzite

have been thoroughly shattered. There fractures are nearly parallel

19. Porri,�/. ,Oral Communication.
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to the main vein, and with a.ne�rly vertical dip. The fractures

are spaced from a few inches to several feet apart. Pyrite and

chalcopyrite have been deposited on the fracture planes, and the

ore should probably be classified as a mineralized lode. No visible

replacement has taken place. The grade of this body of ore is lower

than the general run of ore from the mine, partly because of the

distance between fractures.

Gash Veins. These veins occur at the surface in Pennsylvanian

limestones, and are worked only by lessees. The veins often have

a length of a hundred feet or more, and a wldth up to three feet.

The ore is frozen to the '-'iall-rock, but is rather sharply defined.

It consists of psilomelane and quartz with some calcite and manganite.

The value of the ore lies in its silver content. An interesting

feature of this ore is the approximately proportional ratio betw�en

the silver dontent and the amount of mang an e s e present. Some of

the ore will run as high as 40% manganese, and will then carry

about 100 ounces of silver. In the rich,::-r ore, hornsilver is present,

but the entire silver content is not present as chloride, and may

exist as finely divided metallic silver. � ratio betueen manganese

snd silver for one vein will not hold for a second, but with a

number of assays available, a new ratio will be found. The ore

[ometimes consists .of massive'psilomelane, and as no primary manganese

minerals were found in the Old. Dominion ve in, the origin of +hf s

t1c'."':erie.l is very puzzling.
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Origin of the Ore.

In his first examination and report on the G�obe district,

Ra.nsome attr1buted the source of the copper to the dia.base. Develop

ment work has nOVI proceeded to below the ma Ln diabase intrusion

w'ithout any change in the ore. It. is p os s fb l e , of course,' that

another and larger sill exists below, but the diabase is very wide�

spread in the vici�ity of Globe and ye� the copper mineralization

is limited to a rather small area. The close assOCiation of the

diabase with the ore in t.he Old Dominion Mine is rather an acciden

tal than a genetic relationship. In a later publication on the

Miami-Ray district, RsnJome 20 �ho�ed that the ore was derived

from the Schultz granite with which it is intimately associa.ted.

It is possible that offshoots of the �chultz eranite may occur

at Globe, at greater depth. They have 'not, however, been found by

the deepest development work. The uchultz granite consist of 52%

oligoclase feldspar,and is, therefore, a monzonitic phase of granite.

This type of intrusive rock is very CIJ1 : only as s oc Lat e d with the

larger copper deposits of the western states. �'onzonitic rocks are

associated with the copper deposits s.t ....Lami , Ray, Bisbee, 1l.orenci,

sn d Ajo, in Arizona; at Tyrone, New I\lexico; at Ely, lJevada; Bing

ham Canyon, Utah; and Butte ,Iv�ontan�. ..s Lif'.mi is only four miles

in a direct line from Globe, it is probably most reasonable to

assign the origin of the metalliferous solutions to the �chultz

20. Rnnsome,F.L.,U.�.Geol.�urvey,Frot.F�per,115,1919.
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The hot, alkaline solutions from the ';chultz ere.nlte,

probably under considerable pressure, penetrated preexisting

fractures in the Globe Eills, and deposited their load of mineral

matter. These solutions carried iron, sulphur, e oppe r ; and s.ilica in

addition to other SUbstances. They produced a propylitic alter-

at t on in the diabase with the formation of chlorite and the de

position of pyrite 2nd quartz. There was probably an excess of iron,

which was deposited [S specularite. This mineral seemed to prefer

basic rocks like diabase or Lf.me s t.cne , �ome of the s pe cuLar-Lt e is

certainly leter than the pyrite as the latter mineral has been

corroded and penetrated by blades of specularite.

The pyrite was then fractured, 8nd in these fractures chalcopy

rite deposited. �n examination of the upper photograph of Plate V

shows these veinlets of cLalcopyrite to have nearly parellel walls.

�his sug�ests that there has been but little replacement of the py

rite, and the veinlet increased in width by crystal growth forcing

out the walls. Bornite followed up and par-t i.a Ll.y replaced the

chalcopyrite in these veinlets. In other polished surfaces bornite

and chalcopyrite are intimately intergrown and were deposited at

the s�me time. After the deposition of chalcopyrite had ceased,

but �hile bornite was still forming, tetrahedrite began to crystall

ize out. Tetrahedrite and bornite are intergrown and were deposited

together. L2ter bornite ceased to form, and the tetrahedrite which

continued to crystallize out, cut and replaced the bornite. This is

shown in Plate VI.
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�phelerite was found a2sociated with specularite as veins in

diabase, but the m.ln er-a L is 'not associated with other sulphides,

and the �elation3 of the two are not known. It probably formed

"hen the galena was depo�ited. Galena occurs 2S veinlets in bor-

nite and is probably later than tetrahedrite. Bornite is inter-

grow� nith tetrahedrite an� was probably formed before galena. The

last stage in the primary mineraliz�tion deposited a second genera-

tion of quartz, which in part replaced barite, and produced veins

of alunite in the diabase.

The order of formation of the various minerals is shown in

the diagram below.

Moder-at eLy high
temperatures

�hoderate
temperatures

1st stage

Chlorite
Pyrite
�uertz
�pecularite

2nd stage

Chalcopyrite
Bornite
Tetrahedrite
Ear I te
Galena
�u[lrt z
hlunite

Decreasing temperatures
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�nrichment of the Ore.

The mineralization probably began shortly after the intrusion

of the Schultze granite, and this was about the beginning of Ter

ti8ry time. During the early Tertiary a moist climate existed

in Arizona, and a considerable quantity of surface water was avail

able for the oxidation and enrichment of the ore. In northern

Ariz ona the Eocene is repres ented by ext ens ive beds of sands and

fine silts wh Lc h Gilbert, Pcw eLl , and Dutton described as of lacus

trine origin. The humid climate of the Eocene may have continued

throughout Oligocene time, but early in the rvliocene aridity was

becoming more pronounced. During almost the entire ·time from �oeene

to middle �(�iocene, the conditions wer-e favorable for the enrichment

of the ore. Thick flows of dacite then covered the region, and

little or no enrichment took place until recently, when erosion

cut through the lava and again attacked the mineralized sediments.

The water table stood at about the 8th level when the Old

Domi�ion Mine was opened, but during past geological time fluctuated

s omewnet , and at one time was nearly as low as the 12th leve 1. A

short distance above the 12th level cuprite was found associated with

chalcocite; indicating that the influen�e of the oxidizing solutions

was felt at this level. The bct t.om s as well as the top of the chalco

cite zone is not flat, but varies somewhat with the +opog r-aphy,

The most influential factor was permeability of the wall-rock. In

the d Labs s e , serpentine was readily formed, producing an Lncr-eas e

in volume and forming a tight vein, r.n d thereby stopping the des-
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c�nding solut.ions. The quartzite and limestone beds were thorough ...

ly shattered by faulting, and down these fractures enrichment ex

tended for greater distances. The vein deposits in the quartzite

show some crustification, and t.he pores in these were eLs o p as s age ,

ways for the enriching solutions.

Beneath the chalcocite is a zone of secondary bornite fairly

well defined, 2nd forrr.ed·by descending solutions. The upper sur

faces of this zone merge into the c�alcocite zone, and the lower

surface, whLch is diff.i�ult to det er-nd.ne , r e s ts on primary ore.

Even with a hand lens, secondary bornite can rarely be distinguish

ed from that of a primary origin. In polished surfaces the two

can usually be separated.

In a study of 90lished surfaces of the secondary ores the

changes thnt have t-aken place co uld readily be determined.· Con

siderable bornite was found that is u�doubtedly of a secondary origin.

One specimen showed chalcopyrite cut by veinlets of bo�nite, the

center of which contained blades of covellite. This bornite is cer

tainly secondary. A�ain, in another specimen bornite and chalcocite

showed a eutectic intergrowth, sug�esting contempDraneous formation •.

As is shown in the lower figure of Flate VI, a veinlet of chalcocite

is fringed by secondary bornite. here the chalcopyrite changes to

bornite before going over to chalcocite. �any occurrences of this

kind were found. This, however, is not always the case, and chalco

cite has bep.n observed directly replacing chalcopyrite. Nhere a

veinlet of chalcocite passes through bornite into chalcopyrite there
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is a noticeab�e constriction in the width of the veinlet in the

chaLc opvr-Lt e , It would seem from this that the chalcopyrite is riot

as readily replaced by chalcocite as is the bornite.

Bornite is elso replaced by other sulphides in addition to

chalcocite. Covellite was mentioned above. as occurring in secondary

veinlets of bornite. The mineral also occrirs as sffiall blades or

irregular masses of a deep blue color replacing bornite. It is

often r s soc i D.ted 'with sec oridar-y veinlets of chalcopyrite, and the

two minerals may have formed by the breaking down of the bornite

molecule. In a later stage the covellite is r-ep l.ec e o by c naLc oc tt e ,

In addition to covellite, an interesting sulphide of a coffee-brown

color is sometimes seen. It occurs only in bornite,'always as

irregular rounded masses, and never as veinlets. The greatest·

diameter is usually less than 1/50 inch, and on such 'a small area

it is impossible to make microchemical tests wlthout the surround

ing sUlphides interfering in the re�ction. �here a veinlet of

chalcocite cuts this mineral a notable constriction in width occurs.

A. number of as says made by' the Con.pany of ore rich in bornite,

sho�ed a higher silver content than the ore consisting of bornite

2nd chalcopyrite. The writer then expressed the belief that the bor

nite carried the silver. Polished surface work confirmed this view,

and stromeyerite, the copper-silver sulphide, was found in bornite

of secondary orl�in. On a recent visit to this mine, the writer

was informed by hr. Barkdoll, the superintendent, that the ore

in the Josh Billings vein, �hich contains tetrahedrite, �lso carried

,good silver values. �tromeyerite was never found in contact with
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t.e t.r-ahedr-Lt.e , but was uroqatly oerived from that mineral.

Only a brief mention of chalcocite was made above, and'

its relations shown to the earlier formed sulphides. A study

of some veinlets of chalcocite in bornite, especially the one

shown in Plate VI, show a ragged toundary in bornite. An examin

ation of this edge with an oil-in�ersion lens proves that it is

not an intergrowth with bornite. The edge is a blue c�alcocite,

probably replacine bornite on Cleavage, while the center of the

veinlet is white chalcocite. Pyrite is not readily replaced by

cha Lc oc t t e as long as bornite and cha Lc opyr-at e remain in the immediate

vicinity. After the replacenent of the latter two minerals, pyrite

is readily replaced by chalcocite. This last stage in the replace

ment is shown in Plate VII� Chalcocite which has entirely replaced

pyrite, often has a grsnular texture, and this it may have inherited

from the pyrite. Kaolin was formed from sericite by the solution

that deposited the chalcocite, and the two minerals are always

associated.

Oxidized Ores.

hlRny interesting relations were found in the oxidized ores,

and some are worthy of more detailed description. Chemical changes

that these minerals have undergone, a reversal of these Changes;

and the conditions whlch have brought them about, are only partially

understood.

Chalcocite, in the presence of oxygenated solutions, alters
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readily to cuprite. This seems to be the first step, but chalcocite

also altere to malachite, and never d�rectly to chrysocolla. Very

rarely, chalcocite is seen replaced by native copper without going

through the cuprite stage. This is shown in the lower illustre.tion

of Plate VII.

Deep red transluscent cuprite is often associated with calcite,

and wires of native copper cut through the mass. Th1s peculiar

association is rather difficult to explain unless the calcite is

later than the copper minerals. Grains of cuprite are embedded in

calcite and unattaChed to other grains. Th1s is an unsupported

structure, a criterion characteristic of replacement. If replace-

merrt of the cuprite has taken place, it would be Log Lc a I to expect

the ba s Lc carbonate to form. But· as both malachite and azurite are

absent here, the conditions under which cuprite and calcite may�

exist together are not well understood. Cuprite is also veined and

replaced by malachite. Often malachite will grow in cuprite as

stubby, re.ciiating crystals from centers, but is not common as veins.

Cuprite -often alters directly to chrysocolla, but U:sually first .. goes

to copper-pitch, a black mineral of uncertain composition.

Tabular crystals of malachite were found as a pseudomorph

after azurite. In these crystals the fibers of malachite were

arranged perpendicular to the flat side of the pseudomorph. Mala-

chite was found in one specimen altering to cuprite, arid the sheaf

like structure of the malachite was preserved in the cuprite.' Mala

chite commonly alters to chrysocolla.
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Chrysocolla is the end product of the copper miner�ls formed

by oxidation processes. ·.Vhen the chrysocolla is leached by the

descending solutions, an aluminous substance, probably kaolin, and

limonite and quartz. remain.I

The various changes that have taken place in the oxidized

ore are illustrated diagrammatically in the figure below:
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t '
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